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ABSTRACT

A Single-Assi~nment La:om->:age for Data Flow Computing

The architecture of a Data Flow computer has the novel
property that a program takes the form of a directed graph.
The nodes of the graph correspond to the program. instructions
while the arcs represent data paths.

Execution of an instruction

is prompted by the availability of its operands rather than the
value of a program control pointer.

:Many instructions may be

executed aimultaneouslye
Single-assignment languages seem to be suitable for programming Data Flow machines ..

In such languages each data item

is assigned a value at only one point in the program.

Staterrenta

may be written in any.order and independant expressions may be
eiraluated in parallel ..

The project involved the complete design of a new singleassignment language which uses structured data values and functional subroutines9

·use of iteration.

The language also allows the disciplined
A compiler for the language was written

producing code for use with a simulator for the Data Flow

computer . .
The project has yielded information on the methods of
code generation for the data flow machine, especially in the
area of procedure calling, and has influenced the composition

of the instruction set of the computer.
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Chapter 1.

1.1.

Introduction

The Appeal of Parallel Comp~tation

In recent years a large amount of research hn.s been
directed towards the proquction of computers which can per-

form a number of operations concurrently~

The potential

benefits of parallel computation arise from the fact that
most computations can be broken down into a number of subcomputations, many of which do not depend on each other.
These independant tasks can Qe processed concurrently with-

out affecting the outcome of the complete computation but
the overwhelming majority of exia~ing computers can only
perform one

task at a time.

Parallel processors should yield benefits both for tho
speed and cost of data processing:

most processors are

underutilised and procei:ising time is not a

for most computer applicationf·

critical factor·

However, there are some

programming problems which are of ~uch a magnitude that
speed of computation is critical.

Problems such a~ Weather

Forecasting and other simulation tasks lend thereaelves very
readily to parallel computation;

if multiple processors

could be used efficiently it should be possible to reduce
processing time by a very large amount in these cases.
As faster and faster processors were designed, it was
observed that the cost of high performance computers was
rising

much more rapidly than their computi.ng power;

fact one can now buy much

'1n

more computing power for one's

money if minicomputers can be useds

The benefits are even

greater if one can employ m1-croprocessors.

As a result it

is very attractive from the economic point of view to try

to construct large computers by combining a number of small

2
.....

processors which are arranged in such a fashion that th~y

.....

can operate concurrently •
There thus aeems to be a very clear case for designing
parallel processqr machines so it is of interest to look at
the reasc,n.~ why cq.mpute~s UEJ.i.ng this prinqiple have. been. so
slow :tn arriYing..

The main reason .is the difficulty of·

efficiently linking up a number of processors;
·1

'

the prov;j.sion

c:;f the necessary synchronisation and control signals

for

tasks handled by different processors has proven problem~tical.

When several processors have been linked together the

compu-ti.ng power of the resulting machine has beep far less
thru.1. would have been available by using the componept pro-

cessors separately.

In recent years a new class of computer has emerged
which may herald a solution to the problems of dea:igl).ing a
successful parallel processor.

Conventional computers con-

tain a control pointer which indicates the next instruction
tu be executed.

In contrast to this scheme an instruction

in a PJ!!-a,~1:~~J2.QmJ}.''ilm becomes eligible for execution as
soon as its operands become a.v~ilable.

A data item in a

data flow computer does not occupy a fixed storage location.
Ins·t{~ad ~ ..,the data val,ue is carried by a token which flows'

f'rom the instruct:i.on which prop.uces it to an instruction
which lrill use the value as al+ operand.

An instruction m!:ly

produce more than one result token and hence it may make
poas:ibl~~ the. execution of several further instructions which

cou..1d be E,xecui:;ed concurrently.
A dai.t~ flow oomputer design has 'been developed

at ·

f,1anchester Universi:ty and is being invest:igated with the use

of a simulation program ..

:

1 .. 2

The Need for Research into Hir;h Level Lrm5u.:aee for

Current high level languages rely on proc;ram sequence
control princ!ple$ which correspond very closely to those of
sequential computers~

It is not clear that these languages

can be successfully aqapted for use with parallel processor
This is especially true for data flow

architectures9

machines which do not execute programs in a sequential
fashion.

If data flow computers were only to be used for

special purposes (signal processing has been mentioned as
an application particularly suited to the data flow approach)
then it would be of little concern if programming these com-

puters required special skills.

However, if data flow com-

puters are to be useful as general ~urpose machines then it
ia vital that we consider how to design hig~ level languages
for prograrpming theme
Most of the code which is executed by a typical computer is produceq by compiling source code written in a high

level lar.i.guage.

The architecture and instruction set of a

computer must take this tact into account$

Until this pro-

ject began no thought had been given to the suitability of

the proposed instruction set for the Manchester machine as
the target language for a compiler.

cing a simple

The exercise of produ-

compiler has pointed to the need for a

number of changes to the design.
l~_-T_'b;.;;..e,;;;.__A=i.;;;.;m.....,;;.o_f_t_h__e____c....u__r., . r_e.,. 1,1....t.........l. . . o__.._j___e,...c.....
i
r.,..,

1

The aim of the project described in this dissertation
was to attempt to design a high +evel langunge suitable for
a data flow computer and·tQ prod~ce a compiler which would

'

4
generate code for the langu~Be to be executed by the
Nanchester

machine.

The language was to be a moderately

general purpose scientific laneuagc so that the usefulne$S
of the machine cpuld be tested fdr a broad range of problems.

By this approach we can avoid the temptatioµ to measure the
computer by its performance when processing a few problems
particularly amenable to d~ta flow computing.
Little was known about the design of languaees
suitable for use with a data flow machi~e, and even less was
known about the principles of code generation in these circumstances, so it was decided to produce the language and coropilm~
relatively quickly in the hope that experience gained from the
project would enable some useful conclusions to be drawn for
use in later work.

It was felt likely that some imp9rtant

principles would only become clear in retrospect after an
implementation had been attemptedo

1o4

The Development of the Project
The early part of the project was concerned entirely

with the design of a new ~anguage.

One class of ·computer

languages, the Single-Assignment La.nguages, seemed . to be

particularly suited to the data flow design and so the new

·7...

la.nguage wa'S des;igned, aro-qnd the single-assignment·principle.
Such languages imply a representation of data items and of
control of execu-tion which is ve-r:y similar to that required
by data flow computers.

It must be emphasised that the nature of the target
machine code was kept in mtnd. throughout the language design

...

period;

the de~ign of the·lan.~uar,-e and of the instruction

set of the machine were continually influencing each other.
-

·

-~

- -- - -

-=

~ ....... ~- ... rl r..,n11.i::itel v reflected by the
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structure of this dissertation in'which languRgc design and
code generation considerations are presented separately.
A simple assemqler prog:ram was written for the data flow
machine to experiment with mccha.nisms for generating code.
The full compiler was ~hen written implementing a slightly
restricted version of the new language and making use of a
number of the

routines developed for the assembler.

The compiler was t~sted to ensure that it produced
correct code using all the facilities of the language.
Testing was not very extensive but the structured nature ofthe compiler meant that errors tended to be very easy to
rectify.

Some evaluation of the compiler was undertaken by
comparing
hand

the code produce~ for a nu,mber of programs with

produced machine code for the same problemse
The second chapter of the dissertation charts the de~

velopment of data flow com~uter concepts and describes the
Manchester architecture used by the project in some detai1.
The following chapter considers languages for use on a data
flow computer and shows why a single assignment lflnguage

should bt:1 especially suitable.

The fourth chapter describes

the design of the language with special reference to a
construct providing for iteration in the language.

Chapter

five describes the ovolution of tho code generation templates
which are used by the compiler to produce machine code.

In

the next chapter a brief description is given of the desig
and production of the compiler and its evaluation.

1

Finally

some preliminary conclusions are drawn.
A number of appendices are included with the main tezt.
These give the full syntax of' the ),anguage, a deseription
of all the data ;flow instruc1;j.ons -used by the compil~r, and

6

a complete set of the code generation templates used.

L:
[

Data flow computing is a comparatively new field of
research representing a radical departure from conventional
computer principles.

[

r=
1:
1~.

·c

·c
-[
.....

The concepts behind the design of data

flow machines are very different from those behind the computers in most people's experience.

In many cases the fami-

liar concepts of computer science are positively distracting
when one is considering data flow computers.

As a consequence

I

it has been necessary for this dissertation to include a good
deal

of material introducing data flow concepts.
This introductory material, contained in chapters two

and three, has been presented in a fairly compuct form in
order to keep the dissertation to an acceptab~e length.

The

reader may find it beneficial to read quickly through these
9haptcrs before studying them in detail in ordor to first
gain the overall flavour of data flow computing.
Chapter five on code generation for the new language

·r
·1
·1

·1
·1
7...
7

....

contains a good deal of difficv.lt material concerned with
the need to ensure determinate and error-free execution of
a data flow program.
cult on

Muc:ti.. of tho chapter may appear diffi-

first reading.

7

Qhapter 2.

The Concept of a Dnta Flow Computer

Defore considering the operation of a Data Flow
computer the chapter looks at some atterr.pts to design parallel computers by making various modifications to conventional
designse
shown.

Some of the shortcomines of these approaches are
The chapter gives an informal introduction to data

flow computing, and the graph model of computation which

underlies it~ before describing the operation of the :Manchester
data flow desien in detail.

It is shown that a variety of computational requirements can be satisfied by a data flow computer end the main

features of tl:le instruction set of the I;;anchester
are discussed.

□ achine

Finally, the chapter rives a· very brief des-

cription of a hard·,rare design to execute data flow programs.
Although details of the hardware design are unimportant for
the purpose of this project, consider3.tion.of the design does
help to explain the choice of the particular execution rules
which apply to the data flow programs described in the
chapter.

2.1

Parallel Cornputinp, using conventional

1

Control Flow'

Notions

Th~ designs of a number of multiprocessor computers
which have been built recently differ in many respect~ from
the designs of conventional computers.

However, they·still

maintain the idea of a flow of cont:rol within a pr, .:;ram which
is being executed.

This notion of control flow is closely

associated with the idea of a flow ch;,.rt which de::,cribo.s the
f1.ow of control within a procrrup showing ho~·r decision points

8

.....

....,

can direct control to different sections of the program
accordin~ to the values of the data being processed.
Phys i, :ally

the point of control is represented by a program

counter in th~ corppute:i;- which points to the next instruction
to be executed.

Sucessive values of the proeram counter

specify a strea~ of instructions Which are executed by the
·computer.
'

--

These inftruction.s will in turn cause the computer

to process a stream of data items which are accessed from the
central memory of the machine.
Such a notation of Instruction Streams and Data Streams
has been used by Flynn (1972) to describe a number of multi-

r=

processor computer configurations.

1=

a)

Sin~le Instruction stream, Sin.o;le Data stream (SISDl
'

l=

Configuration

1=
··c

single program counter register which controls a single stream

··c

The conventional control flow computer contains a

o,f instructions to be processed.

on single items of data;

Each instruction operates

an instruction may cause more than

one access to sto-;re ( as with a two address co_mputer) but the

-[

accesses are always consecutive.

-L

ing speed by the use ot techniques. such as instruction pre-

-r
.l
,. l

Many architectures have att~mpted to increase process-

fetching~ slave storage, and pipelining.

Fundamentally,

however, these a.re still SISD devices and must process
instructions consecutively •
b)

Sinc;le Instruction strea.m, Nul ti nle Data s_ trerun · ( SIMD)
:

,QonfigurRtion
.

·7

The approach ta!{en by computers such as Illiac IV
(Slotnik 1967) and the CDC Star is for each instruction to
operate on arrays of data items rnthep than cincle values.

y

and, nl th ouch they all receiY•~ the same stream of instructions,
tb8 processors operate on different items of datn.

Only a

single control counter is required.
For suitable problems the SIMD approach will lead to
an increase in speed approaching that of the size of array ·
I

which can be processed.

On the other hand, many problems

contain considerable parnlle1i.sm which is not in the form

of array operations.

A SIMD computer will lef-!d to no

eavin3s in these cases.
c)

!·lu:);:tiple Instruction stream I I lul tiple Data stream (r.IIHD L
1

Confir;uration

A SIMD design generalises the conventional notion
of control flow by allowing each instruction to operate on
a number of data items concurrently.

The HIMD design goes

further, allowing each processor in the conficuration to
execute independentl~;

each :processor has its own stream of

instructions and its own data stream.

By using this approach

it is possible for a number of different instructions to be

executed in parallel although each will generally operate on
a set of simple data items.

There will be a separate control

counter for each processor in the configuration.
An example of such a machine is the Carnegie Mellon

c.mmp computer (Wulf and Bell 1972) which contains a number
of PDP 11. processors which can operate independently on

different subtasks of a computationr
Conventional SISD conficurations often allow a number
of processes to be 'active' within them at the same time.

Ilowe.er this differs from the MitD approach in that the SISD
computer actually executes the processes one after another,
switching rapidly between th 1J tas1:s.

Tho purpose of a mu.1-

t i nle nrocess system is to achieve ease of rnultipro~ra.rnming

---

lilt A &$. 1R I

t

10

-

i

L

and versatile hnndlinC of interrupts rather than gonuine

-

exploitation of paralielism.

lL

With a. M.IJ.lD machine t'heproblerns are those of breaking
down a computation into appropriate subtasks and arranging

I

for communicntion and synchroni~ntion between these tasks.

[

If there is a hieh cost to the setting up of each task then
the gain due to parallel processin~ will be lost.

I
'

1

Parallel computer designs using control flow principles h:::ive been produced but havr. not tended to live up to

J

their 0xpect~tions, a notable example being the Illiac IV
pomputcr.

Array processors are of considerable benefit for

I

J

certain applications but are not of general use.

J
J

MIMD com-

puters require that thy task to be processed can be easily
broken dorm into indepe1;1dant subtasks of reasonable mag~itude.
Such a mac~ine cannot take advantage of situations in which
a computation contains small sections of code which can be
processed in parallel.

2.2

A Graphicnl ReEresentation of Computation
We have seen some of the limitations of.parallel

processors based on conventional ,rrinciples.

The current

section introduces a radically different means .of processine
a computation.

Such a co~pute~' cannot be adequately described

in terms of instruction strea~s, data streams, and flow of

I
I

II

control.

The Data Flow appro~ch to specifying programs is

initially introdµced in a very informal fashion before the
detail~ of the Manchester data flow desicn arc de~cribPd.

a)

ProGrr.r.i Control by· the Flow. of ~

11

based has no equivalent of the procrrun counter of a SISD
device or even the multiple program state registers of a
MIMD machi.ne.

Instructions in a data flow computer are best

represented in a fashion analoc;ous to the eatcs in a hardware
circuit diaeram.

Programs

m:1y

be represented in a graphical

manner a~ follows:

CGE
('.)

DlV
2

ill
Figure 2 .. 1

Some Simple }ro.r~ra.m Graphs

Each node in such a graph correspondo to an operation to ·be performed on the v2lues which arrive at the i.nputs

to the next.

Readiness for execution in the inotruction

nodes is determined by the availability of input data values

rather than by the state of a p1,~o,3ram counter.

Hence control

is by Data Flow rather than Control Flow.
Fig 2.1(a) yields the absolute value of the input
value ~•

.r
-

The second gre.ph evnluates the expr1::;oion

(y/x + x) /

2

which is U$ed in an iter~tive al~orithm for

calculatine

,?S,

the square root of -y__.

In the first graph the input vnlue, ~, is compared
with zero by
equal to

CGE node and a boolean value is produced

the

( w ~ 0).

According to the value of this control

input the L~Anch node either sends a copy of w to the
output point

r

.Q.£

sends it to a node which NEGnte:?s the value

before sendin~ it to the output.
The second example contains a DUl)l.:icate node which
produces two copies of the input value .?S•

Even if the value

of y:_ is available the DIVide node is unable to execute until
the DUP operation is completed, providing the DIV node with
its second input.

When the result of the division becomes

available it will be added to the second copy of the input
value~ provided by the duplicate node.

The sum is subseq-

uently divided by two to yield the final result of the simple
graph program.
Superficially the graphs of figure 2.1 may seem to
resemble flow charts.
-

I

l

This icpression is entirely misleading;

for example it will be seen that two arcs leave the DTJP node
in Fig. 2.1(b).

These do not represent alternative paths

down which control may pass, but rather they are data paths
down which items of data will flow concurrently.

Indeed d~ta

must flow down both of these arcs bnfore th•~ ADV instruction
can be executed.
It will be noticed that the nodes given in these

13
examples perform [limple functions compnro.ble to the individual machine instructions of conventional computers.

Very

simple atomic nodes nre used by the liancher.iter Dn.tn Plow
machine {Gurd, Treleaven and Watson 1977)

used in this

project but the princjple of control by data flow extends
to much hi.cher level units - the flow of data can be used
to initiate nnd synchronise the execution of nodes corresponding to much lareer tasks such as those operating in a

MIND computer.

Internally these nodes might function as

sequential procrruns.

Such an approach might be suitable

for implementing the 'Communicating Sequential Processes'
proposed by Hoare (1976) between which communications
could be by data flow.
The idea of high level nodes is also very useful
as a structuring aid in the development of a complex program

graph.

As an example we could represent the graph in Fi~ure

2. 1 (1b} as the single node, 'find new x: , in an iterative

graph to find the square root of a value
in Figure 2. 2.

I
,

,I
I

iI
I

•

,

z

which is given

i

'-·

: 'j

i

._\
i

t

I

J
i

;

j

!

-1

l
BRA
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The Graph above will keep calculDtinG new values of
x, using tho old value of x to test for converr:;e11ce and dircc-

tinr.; the new value to the output point when conver[:cnce is
reached.

Tho proernm employs n simple iterntive nlBorithm

based on the fact th~t x'=(y/x+x)/2 is a better estimate of

/y than

x_.

The algorithm terminates when two estimates

differ by less than some small constant value, e.
vnlue
test.

1

The

convere;cd' is the boolean result of the convereence
The node for testing for convergence could use the

eraph of Fie. 2.1(a):
, oil~

r·-----.,,...____-------7I
1
I

I

To.ke

A bso I v..h~

Vo.lu.e

Eis a small positive
value

I

I
I

II

L------- _______
I

b)

J

~ecution of a Pro~ram Granh

To define a computation we require a set of instructions and a set of data to be manipulateq. by those instruc-

t ions.

In addition we need a set of rul~s to dec'ide when

each ipstruction should be obeyed and what data it should

operate on.
For a conventional r-omputer, the execution of an
instruction specifies (e~licitly or implicitly) a unique
successor to thnt instruction.

Infor~ation about th0 loca-

tion of tho do.ta items to be processed is contained within

16

[
[

the instructions themselves.

The same data item may be

involved in the execution of a number of instructions and
the value of the i tern may undergo numerour1 chanc;es.
The execution rules which apply.to datn flow computers are quite different and indeed there have been a number

f
I

of different proposala for suitable execution rules for such
machines.

The early model of Karp and Miller (1966) main-

tained some of the ideas of fixed storaee bf data but with

control information and some data passed from instruction
to instruction by data flow.

Both they, and Adams (1970)

suBgested some very general execution rules.
The design proposed by Dennis (1974) at NIT and the
Manchester ma.chine (Gurd, Treleaven and Watson 1977) use
much simpler rules which have many similarities with those

which apply to Petri Nets (see Miller 1973).

Some of the

notation which will be employed later on is taken from that
used in Petri Net theory.

The rules for the Manchester

machine will be described in detail with some mention of
the HIT design where approporate.

Firing __ Rules

.. - I

A Data Flow computation is represented by a directE"?d
graph.:

the nodes of the graph represent operations.

Each

node has one or two input points and up to two output ,w.nts.
Operations which require just one operand will have just one
input point.

Operations requiring two operands may have twn

input points or the instruction may have a li t.eral · operand
associated with it in which case only a single input .point
will be required.

In diagrams of program crnphs such literal

operRnds will be indicatea by writing their values within an
inotruction node beneath the instruction mnemonic.

17

The

~

of the graph are data paths.

Arcs origi--

nate at an output point of one node and terminate at a.n in-

put point of another.

The e~eption to this rule is that some

arcs are connected to the global input a.nd output points of

the eraph.

Only one arc may ori~inate at a given output

point althouch several arcs may be directed to the same
input point ..
The arcs of the graph are able to transmit tokens

from the output points of one node to the input points of
another.

A token carries a data value which has a type

associated with it such a s ~ or boolean.
When any node of the graph has a token on every one

of its input points it is eligible for execution and is said
to be enabled.
input points.

It can then fire consuming the tokens on its
After some arbitrary period of time executi.on

of the node will be complete and usually a token will be
placed on each of its output points.

The output tokens

will carry values determined by the result of tho operation
of the node and the tokens placed on the output points of a
two-output node will carry identical values.

Control nodes

will only produce output tokens if the boolean control input
value is appropriate while ~rithmetic nodes always produce
output tokens.
Execution errors can occur if tokens of tbe wrong
data type a.re directed to a node.

For instance, the control

input of a .BRAnch node must always receive boolean tokens
altboue;h tokens of any data type may be directed to the data
input.

In addition it is iliegal for more than one token to

be placed at~ given node input point.

Hence an error will

18

be indicated if a second token arrives at a node'H input
point before the node fires, cons~mine the first token.
A data flow craph is s2id to be safe if it is imponsible
for such a sit.untion to arise durints itn execution.

-

'

Comparine this scheme with the execution rules of
a conventional control flow machine it will he seen that a
data flow instruction is enabled by the nvailability of its
operands whereas a conventional instruction cauAes fetching
of its operands after it has been set in motion.

A data flow

instruction does not specify a unique sucessor but rather
makes it possible for one or two other nodes to fire.
nodes which are enabled mny execute simultaneously.

All

Data

items cannot be repeatedly accessed and modified, but ins.tead

each data itef'l has a fixed value and a limited ljfetime,
being carried by a token which is consumed by the node to
which it is directed.
A data flow program can begin to execute as soon ar
the input data arrive although it may be necessary to prime
the eraph with a number of initial tokens.

Simil9-rly there

may be a number of to!rnns left Qn the graph after the output
results have been produced.
It is important that the reader has a clear understanding of the basic data flow execution rules and so a
detailed example will be given making use of the program
graph shown in Figure 2.1(a),

When such a graph is primed

with a data value of, say, -3, execution 'proceeds by a nwnber
-- 1

\
f

il

--1

I

of stages

RS

illustrated by Figure 2.4.

Each section of this

figure shows a 'snapshot' of the computation as

it progr~sses.

A data tnkcn is represented b:y a blacl-:: dot on the nrc o:f the
crnph with the value of the to'rnn given beside it.

Initially the craph is prir::ect 1Ti th the input value, .
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( a)

( b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Snapshots of a Simple Computation
Figure

2.4

\
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-3.

The DUrlicate node 1$ enabled and will fire, consuming

the token nnd leavint; the ~rn-ph in the state shown by Fig.

2.4(b) where the sha~ine indicates that the DUP node is
After execution tokens with value -3 are placed

executin~.

on both of the output a~o 9 A! the node (Fig.2.4(c)).

The

BRAnch node has only on~ to~<:en and cannot fire but the CGE
node already has a literal valrue of zero and cn.n there.fore

proceed.
-, I

I
-1

I

As -3 is not greater than or equal to zero the

result of the execution of this no~e is a token with boolean
value False.

The state in Fig.2.4(d) shows that the BRA

node now ha.s both inputs and the result of executing this

node i~ to direct the data item (-3) alonB the urc labelled
Fas the control input value is false.

Execution of the

NEgate node becomes po~si~le and thus 'the final ,tate is
reached given by Fig.2.4(e) with an output·value of +3~

-Subroutines
It is possible to have a data flow suberaph equivo.lent
to a subroutine

in

a cpnvent;i,onal program.

Such code can be

implemented by the use of. a µode which is able to direct an
output token to an in:p,,l,t.point of any node in the program
graph.

Each node is identified by a unique node number and

this number along with a flag to indicate an input point
makes up an address to whicp a tokep can be directed.

The

return node used in .the constructj_on of a su'hroutine.graph
expects a control tok~n which has an address as 1ts value.
The node will direct its data input token

t·o the input

point specified by the address.
When invoking a subr'1:ru,i;ine the cal:l.inG routine wi~.l
direct are;uments to the input point~ of the subroutine.e.;raph

21

And will direct a token containinc n return nddress to each
return node.
F:igure ? . 5 uses t_he return node labelled RTN and the
graph for taking an absolute ~aluc to illuntrnte the use of

The zigzaG arc l~avinG the RTl! node indicates

subroutines.

that the destination of the resu~t token is not alwnys the
B n.me:

o..J,,.

r-------r -,

----,,

- ,... - .,

z

I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

'
I

I

I

I

I

I

'
I

I

I

I

1------,--;,,I

·- -

-

... -

. o.bs !l.

.Pj_.,eure 2. 5
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..J

L
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L

·r

In the section on lirinr~ rules it was mentioned thnt
the :r-:anchester Data Flow mncnine signals an error if two

[

tokens arrive at the same input point to a node at the same

time.

The reason for th:i~ wi;I.l become clear when the pro-

posed architecture f<;>r the maql~ine is discussed.
Other data flow ma,ch::lru~s have different firing rules
which propQse FIFO queues-~\ the input points.

The MIT design,

for example, only allows a single token on ench arc at any,

one time.

r'

r
-

This machine permitQ only one a.re to be directed

to ench input point and a no4e will not fire while there are

tokens on any of its outp~~ ft+PS.
In comparison to desigps ~mploying FIFO queues the

r I

Manchester machine would be highly iflfl. exible.

r'•·-

if one considers the subr~ut~1''i? sy~tem d,oscribed in the pre-

1

For example,

I

vious section it will be~•~•~ that~· subroutine graph could

-

only be used by one part 9;f .th,~ roain proe;ra.m at a time or

I

r·I -I

there would be a danger of tok~n$ from different calls of

a routine becoming con;fv,s~d, .and the execution rules might

be broken.

The Kanchester.. design
~cquires a great deal of flexi,·
'

'

.

bili ty by associating a te.e; w~th every tok~n.
diff~rent tags may coexist

at the

same input point.

execution rules mentioned ~~rJ,ier are modified

.

two tokens with the ~ar.ie
put point.

t~~

Tokens.· with

to

The

state tha.t

must not arrive at the same in-

A node is ena'plrd. when there are tokens with

identical tees on each of th~-input pointn of the node~

The output tolcens of n no(ie "W;ill {;enerally carry the same
tne value as th~ input tQ''.·:Qns ~). though there are some oper ...

at ions in the machine speoifi,ca:lly desicned to rr.anipula.1:;e
the tae fiel~ of a token~
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The tn~ system is useful for several separate
purposes:

(i)

Subroutine execution is made safe:

we simply ensure

that there are different tags on the to\cens belonging
to different calls of the subroutine.

(ii)

When an operation is to be performed on a whole array

of values we can direct all the arguments to a single
graph and use differences in the tags to keep the
computations separate and legal.
{iii)

A final use is in calculating results in an iterative
fashion.

We can construct a graph containing an

iterative loop as was suggested for the square root

algorithm, but in data flow there is no reason why
calculations for one cycle may not begin before those
for the last are complete and thus one iterate might
be confused with another.

We can ma.,ce a change to

the tag of the arguments before calculating the new
iteration.

The tag system provided allows all three of theAe
mechanisms to be used orthogonally.

The tag contains three

sub-fields:

pi

procedure identifier.

ix

index number

il

iteration level.

All three must match before a node may be ena,.bled.

When a

constant appears in an instruction an implicit match exists
with the tae of any input token.

l
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Determinncv nnd Safeness
We can expresa the state of execution of a data flow
program by notinf what tokena are pre~ent on the arcs of the
graph.
them

If several instruction nodes are enabled then any of
could fire next and hence there are several possible

new execution states.

In this sense the path of execution

of a procrBm will not be determinate.

Usually we expect that if we reexecute a progra~
with the same data then we will observe the same results;
An exception would be an airline reservation Rystem (we do

not mind which of the two simultaneous enquirers is gjven
the last scat) or a proeram to find one solution to a proble~

with many solutions.

This project has only considered compu-

tations which produce a single set of results from a g~ven

set of data.

~e are not concerned about the order in which

execution takes place but we do expect the snme final state
each time we execute the pr ograrn.

We will use a definition

of determinate execution different from that 5iven in the
previous paragraph:
A program is said to execute in a determinate
fashion if the final results on the output arc!

of.the e;raph are the same for each possibl~
seguence of execution states.
The proposed data flow designs of Karp and Miller
(1966) and Dennis (1974) both have the property that only
one

arc mAy terminate at each input point to a node and

that FIFO queueo exist on the arcs.

The MIT machine hns

a special 'merce' nod~ which allows tokens from different

output points to trnvel to a common input point.

These
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conditions ensure thnt the sequence of to~ens appearing on
eµch ar~ of the grnph is the snme for ench pof,Gible execution of the croph;

this is a sufficient condition for the

0

determinacy rule to hold.
It is possible to write non-determinate programs
for the Manchester machine becaune several arcs may terminate at a comr.1 on input point.

Consider the fallowing si tua-

tion involvini:; a 'Pass If True'

node which passes on its

data token only if the control token has a Vfl.lue true:

.E

I

PIT

In this example we assume that a.).l th,e tokens involved share the same ta.g value.

order

1

value .l

If tokens E?,rrive in the>

9 Tb F' then the node will be enabled after the
has arrived and the value

output point.

~

w·ill be passed to th.e

Wnen b arrives tne node will alrer-1dy have

fired, con;suming the token _g, and so there is no danger of
an error occurrin~ due to two t0!rnns arriving at one input
point.

Finelly, when the value

I

arrives, the node can fire

again but will yieJd no output tokens in this case.
if the order was 'F

~

However,

b T' then the value~ will be stopped

while b will be passed throueh.

I1t addition to the lack of

~cterminacy it is also posaiblc that the procran will eive
an execution error, as in the case when the order is•~ b

ET'.
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l

l

The Manchester model has greater flexibility than.
other designs because of the use of tago, but in order to
ensure determinacy and safeness of execution, it is necess-

1

ary to be disciplined in the construction of proerams.

l

2:~

The Instruction Set of the ranchester Data Flow ComEuter
Appendix II gives a description of all the incitruc-

i

tion nodes used in the code generated by the compiler.

section will give a few ~xample$ of the main classes of nodes

i

which exist.

1

less they are stated explicitly.

'

1

1
i

In the examples below it will be assumed that

the tag fields of all the tokens mentioned are the same unWhen a constant is attached

to an instruction the input to which it refers will

oe

im-

plied by the input point to which the single input arc of
the node is di~ected.

For example th~ PIT node shown below

has one input point w.hich is the input point for a control
token.

If a control token with value True is sent to the

input point the node will pass on a token with a value

1

This

77

and a tag equal to that of the control token:

]
i

1

PIT

(a)

Basic Arithrneti6 nodes
The arguments of an arithmetic function have equal

si~nificance so·the node will be represented with two arcs
entering the top of the node:
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11...l

I

MPY

Only one output arc is shown slthouch a second
arc could be present carrying an identical value.
Comparison nodes talce nunierical input values and
yield boolean results:
vo..l ,_

Some arithmetic nodes have a single input argument
the arc for which is positioned centrallye

true for nodes with a constant argument:

NOT

., bvo..l

This is also

28

(b)

Control nodes

For the control nodes one of the inputs controls
the trnnnmio::.ion of the other und so the two inputs are not

shown symmetricplly.

In~t.P.ad, the conti-·ol in rut is shown

at tho side as is illustrated below by the faRs If true
node:

l

"J. ltu... "...t

<"'o . , e >
The GENerate node operates as an unconditional pass
!:$-

c:

e.U,rl

node and is principally u$ually used for eencr:;:,tine consta.nt~:
c: vo.L

The DUPlicate node can be considered as a PIT node
·-'

with a constant control value of 'True'.

It is generally

used to 'fan out' a result and so it is sti.own with the two
outputs which can be present with ru1y node:
I

I

I

v.J.

i
I

KIL

i

iI

I
I

The KIL node is like a PIT node with control value
'False' so that no output is ever generated.
The·BRAnch is an anomalous node which is only

·- I

l
I
I

implemented because of its u~efulnons~

It is the only node

l

I
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which breaks the symmetry betweon·the two outputs of a node:
cva.

1

L

BRA

.!J'._ cva.l ik~n.

val. ~

<. none)

The Generate with yariable Qestination node, used

for returninc; values from a reentrt;nt subgraph, has the
special property that the destination point of its single
output arc is determined by a token, whose value is an
addres~, supplied to the control input:
vo..L
GVO

OP

The address value contains the number of a node, and of an
input point of that node, to which the result will be directed.
{ C)

Tag Field Kaninulation nodes
I

I

In order to perform arithmetic on fields.of th& tag
of a value it is necessary to acquire a token whose value is
the same as the relevant tag field.
achieves this purpose.

A set of 'yield' nodes

An example is the Xicld Inde~ node:
vol
;,.. = .i,cv.._l

VIX

i)(v.J.
ii:=-

i1-:u~I

\
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I

The subscript

g

indicates the index while il and

&.

J?.i refer to the iterntion level a.nd procenure identifier

l

respectively.

\

l
l
l
I

Once such rnanipu),.ation has been done it may be
necessary to alter the tag fields of a value.

The 'Set'

I

nodes will reset the tag fields:
.va.l

I

i,c:ol.!,;(

I

j

SIX

I

.I

·'

.l

Yield and Set nodes also exist for the iteration

I

I

'j

1 evel and procedure· identifier.

In addition, a special

-1

node is implemented which will increment th~ iteration

-1

level:

.,
.

,

Vel.L

'

iL-= ;.L.,.._t

-I

r

-,

I IL

I

r· -I

I

I

f..

I

I'

;b(J..,... ltl)

This function could be performed using a combination of

r-I

r-~ I
r

vo.l

-I

rI

other nodes but the operation is fundamental to the use of
the iteration level and m1,1st be implemented in an. efficient

manner.

An Example Pror.:ram:

Calculation of S<:J.ua.re Roots

The graph shown in Figure 2.6 is a final version

of the program to cl1cu1ate square roots.

It contains
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I IL

PIF

Square Root Pro~rnm.

Pir:urc ?._.§..:.

examples of many of the different types of node.

The

proGrnm is basically a combination of the grnphs shown in

Fieures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

In several places DUP nodes have

been eliminated as the nodes which oricinnlly passed valueo
to the DUP nodes had output points to sparo.

The major

chnnCTc is the introduction of the IIL and SIL¢ nodes.
The IIL nodes ensure that sucessive cycles of the iteration
do not become confused.

The iteration level in the tag of

the final va.l1,.1e leaving the Iill.Anch node ( number 13) will
have been increased by some unprediQtable amount during
execution of the graph.

If the value lcavine; this graph

is to be used in some ot~er progran then the token must
have tag values which will match those of tokens in the
main progrnm.

Outside procram loops the iteration level

will be kept at a value of zero so the SIL¢ node is used
to reset the iteration level to this value.

g.4
_ I
I

MRchine Cod~ representation of the Progrm1 Graph
Each node can be described in terms of a function,

which includes the opera.tion code ~.nd the node type, and
the· address of one or two node input points which wilJ be
the destinations of the tokens produced by the node.
The. format used by the assembler for the l·~anchester

desien is as follows:
I

l

/node)· (func.:ti~r.)
\number

(TIP)(TOP)(clcdination A) (der.tinatbn B) (litr;ral)

rnr.cmonic

F

6

T

13 P

rn

~

The letter I indicntcs thnt thin entry represents
nn instruction node.
The !12.£..§! number is a. unique nm!lber lnbelling the
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node.

TIP and TOP arc boolean VAlues indicnting if there

are two inputs and two outputQ reapectively.

The DIV node

used as an illustration above requires just one input as
it hns a literal operand.
DestinRtions appear in the form:
4iestination)

where the

~

::~ <node pWI1bor)

is either '¢'

or '1

<side)
1

and indicates the input

point of the node which is intended.

For control nodes the

data input i~ always labelled'¢' and the control '1'.
Literals can be of several forms:

boolean value 'false'

BL

F

IN

-3

integer value

RE

O .1

real value
no•literal present

NL

In addition to instructions we nlso require priming results
if a proeram is to operate:
R

( des tina, tion)

R

17 ¢

<literal)
BL

T

The tn~ consists of three integer values indicating proce-

dure identifier, iterµtion level, and index respectively.

Figure 2.7 gives the assembler code to represent
the graph given by Fieure 2.6.

l
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I

I

-r-1

'

I

1

IIL

F

T

12

¢

4

¢

HL

I

2

IIL

F

T

3

¢

7

1

NL

I

3

DUP

F

T

4

1

5

1

UL.

I

4

DlV

T

F

5

¢

¢ ¢

NL

I

5

ADD

T

F

6

¢

¢

¢

NL

I

6

DIV

F

T

13

7

I

7

SUD

T

J

8

¢
¢

¢
¢

NL

I

8

CGE

F

F

9

1

¢ ¢

RE

I

9

BRA

T

1

.r

10

f)

¢

NL

I

10

NEG

F

F

11

¢

¢ ¢

NL

I

11

CLT

F

T

12

1

I

12

PIF

T

F

1

¢

NL

I

13

BHA

T

T

2

¢

NL

I

14

SIL

F

F

-1

¢
¢
¢

IN

¢

RE

5.¢

RE

2.¢

9

f

-I
I

I

I

i

r

i

r·

i

R

1

R

2

r\
r,
r
J

-1

r -1
J --

I

1

T'

I

'/J .¢¢2

¢'

Note that the final outp~t arc is directed to a

neeative node num1er which indicates that the result is to

be output from the computer.
The pomputer is :erimcd with tvo tokens.

The token

directed to node 1 is the value y and the value 2.¢ is a
first euess at

ff

and is directed to node 2.

The figure

¢.¢¢2 is used as the value epsilon which is used to decide
if an adequate ~esult has been nchicved.

r

RE

When an output point is lmused an en""-ry of • ¢

-1
-1

13

Figure 2.7

is made.

J

11

¢.¢
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2.5

A nroposed Data Flow Computer Architecture
In the discu-ssion above there hm, been no mention

of exactly how we would desien hardware to execute a data
flow program.

The architecture for the l•1anchester computer

proposed by Gurd, Treleaven, and Watson (1977) is discussed
The design has similarities with the idea of 'Search-

below.

Mode Confieurable' computers described by ~':iller and Cooke

(1974).

Fic;ure 2.8 eives a block diagram of the computer.

Instruction Store

MatchiTig Store

Controller

Processing Units

Result Queue

Output Queue

Figure 2.8.

Block Diarram.

The Instruction Store
The nodes of a program graph are represented in the
instruction store ..

For each instruction

node this contains

the operation code, the type of node, a literal value if
needed and the addresses of the nodes to which any results
.of executing the instruction should be sent.

The node type

consists of the two boolean values TIP and TOP mentioned
earlier ..

-instruction
_________
...,.

'

operation

node
type

node II input
literal
operand . address ! point

node II input
addfess : point

'

I

-----------,.-----__,/·
~~
-· /B
function
destination A,.
destination
Th~ Result gue_ue
A

queue is formed_ containing the tokens, or~~~'!:!!!~,

produced by execution of nodes.

Eaqh resµ.lt consists of an

o:perand value, a tag field,, and the destination point iio ·

which. it is being sent.

operand value

tag

node address

I

I

I

input point

I

--------~-n-.____,.,,. _______d_e_s_timtion·

--

The Controller
~he result aueue leads to a controller unit.

The

_2ontroller takes a!:~~~!! and reads the instruction store
entry for the destination_sipecified.

If the instruction

only ;requires·~ ~ingle te>ken in order to ~ire then an
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executnble instruction is constructed, usinr.,, the literal

-----,------

value from th0 instruction store if nccesaary, nnd is passed
to a processinc; unit.
executable instruction
~

openttion

node
type

fir~ t
oper~md

second
opcr.'."!nd

I

tng

n::ide I input]
node : input
addrH,-S I' point_____c'.tcldre::;i::: ; point

·-

~

~~
operands

function

dcHtination A

destination B

If the instruction requi~es two input tokens before it can
fire then the controller accesses the mntchin~ store lookinR
for n result with the same tag and node address as the incoming token.

If this search is sucessful then the two

operands are used to form an

£~££~~~E~E !~~!!~E~l~~-

Other-

wise the incoming token is placed in the rnatchinR store.

!J.€1-tchiac; Stor~
The roatchinr, store cont~.ins tokens for two...;inp~:~

nodes which are waitine for the second result needed before

----~-

the node can fire.

When the controller presents a result .to

the store it compares the destin8tion ~ddress and the tag of

the token with all the entries in the store associatively.

If a match is found then the corresponding entry is passed
to the controller

and deleted from the store.

However, if

there is no rn3tch then the new result is entered in the
.ma tchin,'!

store.

ProcessinG Units
A number of processing units can be uccd in this
design.

I".

free proces~or which will use'the information in the in-

I

struction to construct up to two!:~~~!~~ which are then

1· --

I.

placed in the

result 5ueue.

Londinr; the Computer

r

Initially a program is set up in the instruction
of!~~~!~~

r

~tore and then a number

r

program antl will be processed by the controller which wi.11

queue.

are placed in the result

These results will include the input data of the

~-

begin to generate executable instructions, using the match-

r

112g store as

-------------~-~-----necessary. Output is produced

E.££:~l:!~ to nodes with ne.ge.tive addr~sses.

I

be plnced on

by directing

Such va.lues will

an output queue.

-'

1·

_,

I.

r

The term 'resu 1 t' is usually an accurate description
of the tokens held in the result queue.

However, the term

is highly inappropriate for describing priming tokense

I

The

reasons for using the term are historical and it would have

been better if the term 'token' could have been used throuch-

r

out.

r
Figure 2.9 illustrates the state of the roatchin~

r
r.

store and result queue at several of the early stages of the
·-

execution of the proe:ram in Figure 2.7.

The computer used

in the illustration has two proceoDors.
Initially (2.9(a)) the result queue contains two
tokens and the roatchine store is empty.

Wheri the first

result is picked up by the controller it will fetch instruc-
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Result

(n)

J,i:itchj n,..

Queue

l O

~

5.0

0 0 0

2 0

R~ 2.0

0 0 0

Proce::sor l

inactive

Processor 2

inactive

Processor 1

llL

(RE 5.0

o o o)

12 0

4 0

Processor?.

IIL

(RE 2.0

o o o)

3O

7 1

Store

(b)

3 0

RE 2.0

0 1 0

7 l

RE 2.0

0 l 0

12 0

RE 5,0

0 l 0

4Q

RE 5.0

0 1 0

( c)

Processor l

inactive:

Processor 2

inactive

~

(RE 2.0

Procesr;or l

DUP

Processor 2

iru'!,ctive

hl

4 1

RE 5.0

0 .1 0

7 ;i.

RE 2.0

0 l O

12 0

RE 5.0

0 1 0

5 1

4 l

RE 2.0

0 l 0

4 0

RE 5,0

0 1 Q

5 1

RE 2.u

0 1 0

7 1

RE 2.0

0 l 0

l~ 0

RE 5,0

0 1 0

7 1

lll·: 2. 0

0 1 0

Processor l
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·· I

t ion 1 •

This specifieo n IIL ins·truction which only re-

quires a sinelc operand.

Hence an executable instruction

is passed to processor 1.

,. f

Similnrly the second token causes

instruction 2 to ~e accessed.

The rosuitinc executable in-

struction is passed to processnr 2 1.1hich will probably start

r,· '

to execute before processor 1 hns finished.

rI
rr

shows the state of the machine at this po:i,nt. ·

r '
r 1
i

There are now four tokens in the result queue all of which

¥•

Fig.2.9(b)

It is quite possible that processoi 2 mieht finish
before procesc:or 1.

Fic;ure 2.9{c) mr-tkes this assumption

and shows the state when both processors have finished.

now hRve an iteration level of 1.
The first token is directed to a DUP node and so
the node can fire izmncdiately.

The other three tokens, how-

ever, arc all for two input nodes ( TII' is tru~).

There are

no tokens i~ the matchinc store so all three tokens are
placed in the match;i.ng store a.s shown in Fig.2.9(d).
Figure 2.9{e) shows the st.ate when the duplicate
instruction has been compl~ted and two tokens are placed in
the result queue.

The top token in the queue iv directed to

node 4 and has a tag of

¢ 1 ¢ •

llhen the matchin,1; store is

accessed it w;ill be found -to cont.1in a token i'or node 4 with
the same tags

The token is talrnn out of the matching store

and is united wii;l:} the token from the result queue to make
an executable instruction.
by the final figure.

The state at.this point is eiven

',rhc other token in the result queue

will not match any token in the matching 1;3tore so it will

be added to the storE',?.
-

When the dii.d.de instruct:i.on finishes

I

i

the other tokens for node 5, the addition node, will be
available.
Procr:!ssing continues until finally n Ainele :-esult
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is placed on the output queue.

At this point the result

queue and matching store will be empty and so execution
terminates.

The reaso~ing behind the rule that there must be only
ono token at a 3iven input point can now be seen.

The match-

ing store acts in an assocjative fashion and should only

contain one entry with a eivetl tac value and destination
address~

l

I
l
I
l
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Chapter~. Languages for a Data Flow Computer

In this chapter the background to the design of
languages for a data flow computer is discussed.

The possible

approaches to the task of providine high level languages
for a machine are investigated.

The search for suitable

languages is rapidly narrowed down tQ the Sinr,le-Assignment
!iangu~ges.

£he single-assignment approach, which is central

1

to the understanding of the languag~ described in this
dissertation, is described in some detail and the role of
data items in single-assignment languages is discussed.

The

chapter points out some other benefits of these languages
and gives very brief deta:i,ls of some existing single-assignmont
languages.

3.1

Possible Approacnes to the Implement2tion of High
Level Languages on a Data Flow Machine

I

I
I

I

The s~rupture of the machine code executed by data
flow computers and the principles underlying their operation

II

are very different from the ideas qn which conventional

I

computer languages have been based.

It is evident that

high level la,n~µages mus1.j be provided for data flow machines
if they ar~ to be useful; indeed the design of such computers
must take into account the question of how easily high level
1

I'

I

languages can be implemented on them.
With a novel computer design we have the option' of
trying to impl~m~nt est~blished languages on it or designing
afresh.
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·- I\
I

'

( a)

'

'

ij'

I

"I
i
i

Irn£lemcntn.tion of Existinr; Ii~tnc:u:1,:-:cs
Tho obvious advnntage of employinc existin~ lan-

e;uaGCS is t11rit the potential ur,er iG provided with fpmili[lr

facilities.

Indeed, if data flow machines are to be useful

as ecneral purpoae co~puters then it may be necessary from

a political point of view to demonstrate thnt existing

lanr;u0rtes can be supported even though they niay lead to
very inefficient use of the machines.
The mechanism by which a dnta flow computer executes

a program naturally favours parallel computing and hence to
I

I
i

- ·-

I

exploit the capabilities of the m~chine it micht be desirable
to process the source code to determine which computations
could be performed in parallel.

Although a ereat deal of

parallelism can be detected mechanically, in many ~ases it
is not possible to decide if two computations can be pe.rformcd

I
t

=

l
I
I

in parallel (see Bernstein 1966).

Indeed, the whole idea of

extracting parallelism from a sequential program is rather
unattractive;even when several tasks are independent, con~

ventional laneuages force the proerammer to specify an order
in which they are to be executed.
.....

,,..,.

Thus the language requires

the programmer to conceal the proeram structure.

It seems

stupid if we now attempt to detect the parallelism again.
The last point suggests thnt when implementing a

.....

conveptional language on a data flo.w machine it would be
desirable to extend the languaee features to allow explicit
e-,rpr0soion of parallelism.

An example woµlJ be the FORK

and JOIN notions discussed by Cnnway (1963) or the parallel
.clauses of AlGol 68 (van Wijnce.ardcn et al~, 1974) both of

-

which ~llow ~ections of code to execute concurrently.
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( b)

Inves tj f' n tion of J1r1nrruM~cs better suited to Dn.ta Flow
The desicn of conventionnl lancuaces is in8vitably

influenced by the sequential nature of processinc in a conventional computer and similarly the full power of a data
flow computer will only be realised by a laneuaee which mor~
closely reflects the organisation of the machine.
As a first step towards new languaces it may be best
if we consider languaees which are not too dissimilar from

those in use at present.

Hoare (1976) proposes a scheme by

which a programmer can specify a large number of processes
which can execute concurrently.

Communication and synchroni-

sation ia achieved by a. method which is essentially data flow
altbouch internally each process is executed in a sequential
fashion.

The most profitable field of research seems to.lie
in a slightly different direction with the Sinr,le-Assip;nment
l!anguar.e.§..

These languages seem highly suitable for imple-

mentation on data flow computers and have a number of other.
properties which make them attractive in their own right.

2.2

The §~itabilit~ of Sin~le Asoic;runent Lanp,uages

( a)

.Til£.

Si~r,:le Assignment __ _property

Following Tesler and Enea (1968) we can state that:
1

In a Single-AssignmE.•nt Language no variable is

asslened a value by ~ore than one statement'
In conventional terms we would say that each statement can
only be executed once and can only Assien values to certain
v.ariables.

It cannot affect the values of any other variables
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which nre·nrGuments in the sta~cment.
...

,

functionn,J

i

rather than procca.u:rnl, and no s:ide effects are

The term

··I

The lnncunBes are

1

varinble 1 is hichly misleadine when uced

w:i th reference to sincle-Dsr:-dc;nment lnnguage:3.

r·

l

f

,.!
I

'" !

l
~

•·· I

Identifiers

in a sineJe-assicnment procrnm refer to data i.tcrns whoae
value::, may be un:mo,·m before execution of the progrc.m but
the item will be given a value at one

are not v-c.riablo;

point in the proe;rarn 3nd will never have rmother value assign-

I

Tho terms 'data items', 'items•, or tvalues' will

ed to it.

be used i.n preference to the misleading te~·m

I

variable• •

Underlying the idea of a conventional '·va.riable' is

the idea of a nemed sto:rage location into which data may be
p1aced and from which it may be accessed,.

The ntored value

may be ch2.nc;ed arbitrarily often and we cannot tell how often
the value may be accessede

A data item in a single-assignment

language, or S.AL, only has a single vnlue and is only used in
a finite number of statement. , er:i.ch of which is only executed

once.

Thus we know all the uses of a value, and once it has

been used by the appr(priate statements the value can be
discarded.

The term

1

assignment 1 has a number of unhelpful

a::.rnocint tons when used in the description of a S.AL.
tho term

1

Instead,

specif.ication' will be Ufrnri in the dissertation as

it does not contain the association that a variable can be

r·

aiven a value on ~Jre than one occasion.

The use of recursive functionn allows any desired
computation to be performed by a S.AL pror;rc.m.

The conven-

tional idcn of lool)in;~ implies a rerc-ti tion of certain ntatemants of n program which is clcorly in violation ~r the sinGl.carn::d.gnrncnt pr inc i plo.

Houevcr, it is possible to include an
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iterative fen tu.re wi. thin a. SAL as will be oh.own in detail

in the next chapter.
Data items in a SAL are often of a structur~d nature.

For example

1

Compol 1

,

the laneuage developed by Tesler and

Enea, nlJ.qwn data items which take the form of lists.

The

Compelequivalent to a conventional variable would be a list
of valueo, the last of \-Thi ch is assic;ned to tho named. value.

For example the Algol 68 proGram seemcnt:
y

. ··-

y¢;

t

.. ---

t¢;

'becomes:

y : [ y</J,

_t
Here :I. a.11.d

!

g

a) ¢

[ t¢, if a>¢

then a ~ vJ

i [2J ;

then :precedinn; clne v-a] · .l

[ 2)

;

are simple values formed by selection of an

element from a lj_st (the operator being the downward arrow) ..
The function J2.r.£_Cedin~ selects the previous element of a list
allowing the list item factorial to be formed usihJ the
followine c0de:
factori~l : [ 1 , while index ~ 1¢ ~-. index

*

preccdine J ;

factorirl.:. will be a list of the factorir.ils of the integers
from 1 to '1¢.

-The order in which the statements of e. SAL proc:ram

9rre written in not importanta

A statement can only be

executed when the valueo of its arcmnents are known.

As the

Dreuments ,-rill only ever be civen. one value the statcmont
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!

mn;v be r:,xocutcd as soon as the arc;urnent values become
avrdln t·.Lc.

A number of the properties of a Sinr.;le Assignmen·t
Languaee correspond very closely with the features requir~d

I

by a data flow computer:

Sequence of Exccnt;i.on
,,

It can be said that the variables whose values are

specified by a SAL statement are dependent on the other
variables in the statement.· The notation
to express

1

A

io depenQent on

n•.

1

AdB' will be used

Dependence has the transi-

tive property:
.AdB A BdC -AdC.

For a valid single assie;nment program the dependency relatilnships will be an~isymmetric:
AdB -

-..(BdA)

and hence they will also be irreflexive:
-, (AdA).

Note that we can have the case where neither AdB nor BdA hold.
The execution rule for a SAL is that the sta.tement

which specifies a value A can only. be executr>d when the state·•
ments specifying nll values~ such that AdB have been. executedo
This rule is equivalent to control by data flow:

the produc-

tion of a value make.a possible the evaluation of any expression
usine that value if the other values used in the expression aro
available.
§tora3e of Variables

SALs do not require the concept of fixed stora.ge implied by conventional languages.

A dnta item is only assigned
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a value on one occasion and we can detect every use of the
value becauae each statement is only executed once.

This

suit8 data flow execution wh~re a value may be distributed
to a number of locati,ons in the program graph by the '-lse
of DUPlicatc nodes but does not continue to be available
once it has been consumed by the destination nodes.

Det'erminacy
The cpecification of values in a SAL is 2lways by
functional moans with no side effects.

This means thnt no

non-determinAte loopa can occur and hence the data flow
programs produced will be safe.
Any iterative conatructs allowed must be of a disciplined form because of the requirement that a variable
cannot be dependent on itself.

Structures such as the liAts

used in Compel, which allow different versions of a variable-

like da.ta i tern to be distinct, can be implemented using the
iterat\on level field ~f token tagso
( c)

Other Advantages of Single As:,ir:nment Lnnc;uage!!

Various researchers have proposed the use of SALa.

·for reasons independent of the architecture which would employ
them0

Proer11.m Proving
The

language 'Lucid' was developed by Ashcroft and

Wadse (1977) with ease of program verification as the main
objective.

Thf:re is never any ambiguity about the value of

a vr>riable bees.use of the single assignment property.

The

control structures of tbi.s lanr;unge are sim_tile and do not
allm-1 any of the complications due to undisciplined GOTO

statemGnts.
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It

m:w

be questioned whe'ther it is dcnirab_le to

desic;n a lancunGe to favour proc;rnm provine lest the laneuac;e
rcctricts the freedom of the pro 0 rnrnmer to express his compu-

tation.

However, acc0rdinG to Wirth, the evidence is that
are cfter. the most trans nrlrent ~
~

'It became

clear that those features that are least tractable to proof
l

;

. .l

techntques are exactly the ones thnt are most difficult to

I

'

define rigorouoly and that in practice present the most
dangerous sources of programminc; error' (Wirth 1974).

There is some evidence that it is easier to learn
to program usiri,c

b.

SAL than usinr, conventional lang11nger).

It has been observed that students often write their first
prograreo in a single assignment fashion.
the compiler will be able to

They assume tha.t

follow the na:tural sequence of

execution imposed by data flow which suggests that the concept
of fixed storage is novel to most people.

The paradox of a

statement 'I:= 1+1' is not present in a SAL, whose statements
are much more li1cc. mathematic~., equations.

The functional

nature of the languages is also more naturi?.l to people with
~

a mat.hcmatical tvaininc;.

Finally, conventional languages

force the programmer to over-specify his computation, giving

explicit sequencing information.
,Ex:pressin.r:; Pror:rnm Control
;

The aim of a proerammine; la.nguaee is to enable the

pror.;::rammer to exp:ress computation:::: in the most convenient and
natqral way p9ssible consistent with the need for the proerams
<1.11.!. be

in the lnnr,uac;e to be executed efficiently/ J.nterprcto..ble by
the co1.1puter.

The construct

while ( condi ti9n) 30

<EJtnternent list) ocl ·

it

Ii
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i,

!,
!

~

;I

!ii

:;

in nn nlr.;ol-like lnniuage in not just a more disciplined

!{'

:,

i/

replacement for the equivalent proGram usinc testn, GOTOs,

'l

ii

l

and lF.1beln, but actually expresseo somethinc more fundamental

i
/·

about the structure of this part of the ·computation;

concep-

tually we do not think of control flowing round a loop, but
of a process beill.E, applied in a set of circumstances"
ij

Iiii

'There is a game sometimes plnyed with Alc;ol 60

I

proerr-tms - rewritin[; them so as to avoid using
GOTO statements.

It is part of a more embracing

game - reducing the extent to which the progrnm
convc;ys its inf orma.tion by explicit sequencin3 • ., ••
The came's significance lies in that it frequently
produces a more "transparent" program - easier to

understand, debug, modify, and incorporate into a
larger program~'

Landin (1966)

A SAL progrC1:1 requires no explicit sequepcins information
as natural program structure and execution pattern are the
As a corollary, a SAL prosrac enables independent com-

same.

putations to proceed concurrently.

~. 2

,,

Some previous Sinr,le Assit::nment Lan,=;Ur.'1("es

Thn lanauage produced by Tesler and Enea (1968)
has data items which are either elementary numbers or lists
of data items.

Names can refer to items or sets of items.

For inst.ance

w: [1,2,4]
assic-ns tow a list of thrne elements,

i:

I I
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r I

x: ench ( 1 , 2, 4] i

I

y: x*x;

I

I-

z: list of y;

I -1

I ..

while these three stater.1ents mnke 2f a._set containing threP.
separate values.

and the vnlues of y_ are coll~cted to form a list~ with
·value '[1,4,16)

1· -

1

•

The use of the functj,on 12rcccdinr; r.10nt ioned earlier
al-lows an i ten:,.tive form to be used.

I" -

,. -

,.

For each of thcoc a value of y_ is produced

Functlons are also im-

plemented so that recursive computntions cnn be performed.
Sample

-

Chamberlin ( 1971) followed the wor:~. of Tesler and
Enea in roost respectso

r- -

Fixed lcnth tuples ar~ used in prefer-

ence to lists although some flexibility is lost as a result.
Iteration is allowed using constructs which look like. the

r--· -

f.Q!: and while loops in Algol althou&h in fact the single

r··-

assic;nment rule :Ls maintained within the body of these loops.

r--

There a.r~ 111any parallels between the langua.ge pro-

r-·-

duced for the current project and the language of Ashcroft

r·=

each item refers not to a simple data object but to an in-

and Wadge (1977).

r··-

finite sequence of data objects correspondinB to the 'history
of the data Vll.l'lle if it is used in a loop,

r ·-

Fune 1:ions first

and !!,ill allow manipulation of these sequences of objects.
For ~xample the stat0mentn:

r-

first x = 0

rr- --

Lucid has only one basic data type but

next
-,---

x = x + 1·

yield a sequence of values

\0,1,2,3 •••• J
.,
I
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The expreosion 'x + y' menns

f XO +

y

O

J

X

I

l·

y

I

p

X 2. +

Y2.

f

e e

O

e

J

Where the subscripts refer to correspondinr, elements of z and :L•
!

I

I

Textual DRtn Flow Lane;ua~

Kune-Sone WenG (1975) has produced a language for use

with the MIT Data Flow mqchine desie;n.

The structure of the

languaee is very similar to Alsol and, in contrast to the
'

other SAJ, l:-~neU<.'1GCG, which use conditional expressions, there
are conditional statements in TFDL.

2-'he single assignment

property is not forced by the syntax of the language but
must be carefully checked for at compile time;

within (say)

an if statement a TDFL variable can be the target of more

than one assienment statement as long as it can be only
given one value at run time.

I

Iteration :j..s not supported

but rather it is assu:med that recursion will be used.·
Much of the language is concerned with the manipulation of sequences or 'streams' of data items$

This repre-

sents a different approach to computation which may be very
suitnble for signal processing applications.

l
i

LISP
In passipg it should b~ noted ~hat 'pure' LISP is

in effect a sinele assienment lan~7.l.age.

If we exclude

functions which perform assicnments or produce other side
effects then LISP ir., a purely functional- language and can be

processed accordine to data flow.

The fact that LISP is

basically a ain5le assicnment lancua0 e illustrates that
such lancu~.ces can e,:p ress very general computations ..

li
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In this ch11.pter a new Sinelc-tssignmont lang1.:v1.ge is
described.

The chaptqr traces the dovelopm,,nt of the languac;e

beginning with t~e choice of syntactic structure which has a
lnrge influence on the ease with which a compiler for a
language can be writt0n.
Certain language features which are encountered in
conventional languages have no equivalent in a SAL while a
number of features which only exist in a few langu-1gee a.re
very suitable for4use in a single-aasi~nment language.
After considering these natural data flow language features,
the chapter discusses the development of the individual
i

constructs available in the new language.

I

Experience was gained while a compiler for the new

l

-

I

i

language was beiug designed and tested, and some possible
improvementn and extensions to the laneuage were investigated.
The final section of the chapter discusses these ch~ges in

outline ..

.4.• 1 The Syntactic Str ucture .::!.£_:~he Languap:c
1

One of the objectives of the project was· to produce
a simple compiler in a sho;rt period of time.

For thi.s reason

it was decided to base the synta:r.: of the language on the form
used in the specification of PASO.AL (Wirth 1971, Jenr,nn and

Wirth 1975) ..
PASCAL is designed in such a fashion that a one-pass
compiler can b.e used to convert a source proc;ram directly
into machine code.

It is highly suitable for use with a

l
I'
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I
I
l
t

':Cop-Down, Recursive Descent parsinG algorithm and is arranged

I

I

so that no backing-up is needed;

I

correct parse can be deduced by considering only a single

l

for a valid program the

symbol beyond the current point in the input stream.

Because of the comparative ease of constructing
comp:tlers for languages wi.th this oort of syntax, it was
decided that the new language would follow these ru.1ea.
Indeed, to simplify the design of the less· novel language
f ea.tu.res, many of the :,ideas used in PASCAL 1-1cre copied with

minimal modification.
The syntax of the new language, as given in Appendix

I, is repreoented u:;3ing the same type_ o:f nyntax ,::harts as
J? ASC.AL (Jens en and Wirth 1975) •

The rest of this chap-ter .

will act as a commentary on that Appendix.
fJJf

f1.. 2

Natural "features for a Data Flow laE&uase

~his section gives a brief introduction to the sort
of features which can be included in a single assignment

language f'or use on a data flow computer.

It is hoped that

this introduction will help the reader to gain a feel for
the considerations which must be borne in mind when investigating a singl a-assignment language.
(a)

Conditional E~ecution

-Each executable statement in a program written in
the new languae;e is an assignment statement which gives a.

value to one or more data items, the target items of the
statement.

The single-assignment rule requires that ea.ch

data item will appear as the target of only one assignment.
Thus we use Conditional ~!E!~~~i.2!:~ rather than conditional
otatoments.
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In a Petri net n. node must.place a token on ea.ch
of its output arcs after firing.

Although the nodes of a

data flow ernph dq not obey the firing rules of a Petri
·net, it is interesting that complete statements in a SAL
do obey these rules if we prohibit undefined data items.
(b)

Subroutines
As we do not allow any side effects from subroutine

cnlls

WA

can insiat that the parruneters of a subroutine are

strictl}I' divided into inputs and outputs.

The easiP-st way

to make this distinction is to omit any procedure construct
and only to provide a means for specifying functions, the•

body of the function only being allowed to use the para.meters
as input values.
~

(c)

Iterative Loops
9

There can be no equivalent of the GOTO stater.1ent in
a single-assignment language as the order of execution of

statements does not depend on program sequence and the
dependence ruJ,.es do not allow any looping which would aim to
assign more than one value to a data item.

In fact, many of

the loops written in a conventional language do not need to
be executed iteratively.

For inst,,nce all of the cycles of

the following loop qan proceed in paralell:

.!fil:

i

:= 1 iQ. 10 !!.Q a[i]

:= i .Q§.

There are many occasions on which we do need to repeat a
process an indefinate. number of times and the language should
allow the expression of such computations.

It is always

possible to replace an iterative process by an equivalent
:recursive one.

As a result Weng (1975) has decided to insist

on the use of recursion in TDFL.
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l

l

I

Against this approach is the fact that iteration
is not just a particular case of recursion but is a recog-

!'

nisable feature in its own righte

f

ted in a recursive fashion there will be a considerable

I

l
i

If iteration is implemen-

overhead added due to unnecessary subroutine calls ..
( d)

~Jl. T:y;ees

In a conventional language the word •variable' is
used for a data itern declared in a program.

It is quite

inappropriate to use this term for the data items in a SAL

ae they are anything but va.riableo

The term 'data item•

or just 'item' ia used in preference within this diaa~rtationo

In addition to items which have simple types such as
integer, real or boolean, we can provide structured iteme
such aa &rraya and records.

Naturally it is possible to have

' aiso pointer types.
arrays of records and
In~ conventional language there is no way of conveniently 6Xpressing ~he fact that we wiah some operation to be
performed on a whole set of elements;

usually the beat

we,

can do is to define an array of values and operate on the

array elem~nt by element.

There is no reason why we shou1.d

not have unordered sets aa data items in a SAL

.Ll P,1!:_velOEfilent _of tl1~ Individue.l Langu~.ge Fe::i.tui:~
In the current section the features of the new
aingle aaaignment language are described in a certain amount
of detail.

Explanation is reserved for those features of

the language which are different from those found in conven-

tional languages and it can be assumed that in matters such

I

l

ae the evaluation of arithmetic expressions the new SAL
operates in the ea.me way as a normal language.

I
r
r
r
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The exact syntax of the lanBuage will be found in
Appendix
(a)

r.

Named Constants

It is often advantageous to be able to give a name
to a constant integer or boolean value so that the meaning

f"'.

of the constant can be made clear in the program text.

r ~- :

The

compiler can generate code taking into account the fact that

,, --

the value l'.:J constant.

..

This facility also allows a number

of related changes to be made by :::i.l tering a single value·.

r

For example the bounds of an array could be paramete:rtsed
in the following way:

r-·

r-·~·

r
r

const lob= 1;

r·:·

,-~
r.
'~-

zeros: array [lob •• hib] 2f. integer;

i

decl

i

pegi11

l

ill ill

l

.fil1i!

r.- I

hib = 10;

11!! [lob •• hib] ~ zeros [ i] := 0 .2§:

This feature copies tlle constant fa1.llity available
in PASCAL.

Named constants are defined before types ~n'e

declareq in caae it ts desired to use a constant in a type
f

declaration.

t
{b)

Type Declarat;ons

The simple data types provided by the new SAL are

r·

r-- ~

,-~.

1-

irr~.~p;er. vnd boolean;

the languago was intended primar;i.ly

for scientific p:r">gramming and so there is no .provisiQl;l for

character or string manipulation..

There is pl,'ovision for

array types which have fixed bounds, as in PASCAL, but tbeae
are restricted to one dimensional arrays with non-negative
i.nteger sµbscripts.

Following the PASCAL convention~ datn it~ms are
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declared by writing a list of identifiers aopara.tecl by commas,

followed by a colon and the description of the type of the
list of items:
decl

a: integer ;

barr1 ,b~rr2: ~rrai [1.~10] .2f boolean;

.,.

For several reasons which will become clear· later in
the chapter structured data types are a very valuable feature,
even for a simple single-assignment language.

The lang~age

allows records to be defined, each field of which can be of
any valid type, including another record:
~

compla,complb: record [re,im: integer] ;

As in PASCAL the fields of a record are selected by
using a dot notation:

a:= compla.im;
We may wish several data items in different parts

I

I

of the program to have the same type.

For this reason a

facility is provided by which it is possible to name a

particular type and use this name in later declarations:

Ei..E!!

complex = record [ re, im: integer] ;

£eC1 compl: complex;
( c)

]J3.Sic ~xpressions

The form of the normal assignment is

<target)

: = <expression) ;

As has been mentioned before, the Single-Assignment rule
reqnires that a data item is given a value at only one place

l

5 9
j_n a program.

To set the complex i tern compla to the value

of 2omplb we cou.1d write:
compla.re := complb.re;

compla.im := cnmplb.im;
However a better approach ia to allow expreaoions to be qf

any type so that we can write
compla := complb;
This has the advantage that the S<"lyCe code is simpler and

also we can be sure that all fields of com~la have been
assigned, eliminating the need to check for missing and
duplicate specifications of field values.

To aet cpmpla

to the value (10 + 31) we can use a feature in the new SAL

like the •structure diapJ.ay' in Algol 68:

compla := [10,3] ;
This const .. uct will be called an 'informal record' and :must
match the type of the target item field by field.

The fields

of an informal recor~ can be expressions of any complexity aa

long as the types are consistP.nt.
The informal record illustrates an important prtn-

ci.ple which was chosen for the new SAL:
by atru.cture and not by ~ -

Types are matched

The two types given beJ.ow

are not equivalent:

type

a=

record [ a1,a2: integer];

b = record [ b1: integer, b2: record [ b21: integer]]
Type !! matches the

type caomplex defined earlier but type

:e

does not.
Exp~essiona may µse the normal arithmetic, boolean,

nrn·1 rclationril opera.tors, with the exoeption

tion.

of o:r.:poncntia-

The precedence rules are aa for PASCAL.
Conditional Exprcnsions

(d)

The main power of a computer program nrises fro~

I
l

the fact that the pattern of execution can bo made to depend

on the

input data.

In conventioi1a.l languages this feature

io made possibl~ by the use of conditional branch instructions.

I
I

In a SAL we can have a conditional expression which will give

!

a target data item one of two values depending on the value

,I

II
i

I

of a .bool.("n.n expression.

Thus we have a construct which

allows:

I

The uae of the symbol 'fi' enables the moaning of an expres-

sion containing nested conditional expressions to bo unambiguous.

Following Algol 68 it is also possible to use the

symbol 'elif' to replace 'else if' thus reducing the number
of

8

fi 1 symbols required.

!.f b1 _!;hen a1 .!ill b2 then a2 else a3

fi

is equivalent to

g b1 then a1 else 11: b2 then a2 elso a3 !! g
We insist that both the 'then' and the 'else' expression~

are provided th1,1s !"'nsuring that the whole expression a1Wf3.YS
y.ields a value.
An alternati7e approach would be to prov1.de condi-

tional statements and allow a dat~ item to be defined in

more than one place ns long as only one of the statements
could ever be executed.

Thin approach, -which is used by

I I

r
r

---

r

--
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W6ng in TDFL, haa the great disadvantage that it is more
difficult to ennure that the oingl~ aosignment property io

-

maintained.

It has the advantage that one condition can be

used to control a number of assignments:

if a)b
-then

r
r
r
r
r

-

--

·..-

X

,- a; y

else :x

b;. y

-

-

·-·-

.·--

b

a

fi•

-

~

In the new SAL we could represent this by

-

x :=

t-.i

a)b

!'tL£!!

a~ b

y := if_ a)b .!h£,n b

£ill

Q;

a fi;

which would be wasteful as the conditional has to be evB.luatcl

r"· ~

:more than once.

The uae of informal records which wer.e intro-

1'" -·

duced earlier suggests a better aol.u+.ion which was choaen !or

r· ---

the new language.

We allow an informal record of data items

to appear as the target of n statement:
[ x,y]

:=

g

a)b then [ a, b] else [ b,a]

f.1;

This feature also allows the fields of a record to be assigned
to different data items ln a simple fashion:
[careal,caimag] := compla;

1
j
I
1

i

l

In addition to the
f'.'.1, oice

g

expre8sion, which allows the

of one of two values for an it em, the lang11rige alao

nllows a caAe expression which is controlled by an integer
value.

If the value of

the integer expression is equal

1 -then the :first of a list of values is used.

If it has

value 2 then the second is chosen, and so on.

An else

-

to

expression must also be provided and is chosen if the control
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value is out of range.

The else expression is similar to

the out unit in the Algol 68 case clause:
a:= -caoe
i 2.f b1, b2, b3, b4 ~ . b n ~ ;
-,--

(e)

Specification of .Arrays

Just as a record can be treated as a single structured Vf'l.lue so an array can be treated as a whole and can be
assigned the va.lue of another nrray.

The individual elements

of an arrny can be accessed in the conventional fashion:·

ar1 ,ar2,ar3: array [ low •• high] .Q.! boolean;

~

l

I
I

l

ar1

:::::

g

b

~

ar2 else ar3 fi;

c : ::;: ar1 [ j J;
In addition we also need the ability to specify an array
element by element in such a way that each element is a
function of its index.

We may wish to produce an ordered

set of values of a mathematical function:

f

There is also the possibility of defining such a set using

i

a recurrence equation such as the one below for the factorial
function:

!

I

I

=

1

Compel ( Tesler and Enea) allows the use of simple recurrc ·,ce
equations by

the above by;

using the function preceding and would ~chieve

.,.l'1lfli1J I !I ltZUN

44 4l "'

111-

o1"
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It

1 ,3

not such a simple matter to compu-te Fibonacci

numbers in this fashion:
1

=

; i=

;.

1,2}

i)2

ftb: [ (1 P 1] , while index<high use {preceding! (2] ,
preceding I [ 1) +

preceding+[ 2) ]

J;

For the new languMe a special etate~ent has been provided

which allows such arrays to be specified in a straightforward
manner.

'l'he ·syntax is aa follows:

---

--

for ........,._
all 1 in [low •• high] do a[i] := f(i) ..........
od;

~

- i

I
I

- l

The computation of all the elements can proceed in parallel,

as in the first example below, unless data flow constraints
prevent i.t,.

'

l'
-

'I

I

~--·· !
t.5!:!: l!li

-

i ,!!! [1 ... high]

do

f'ib[i]

:= .......
if 1<=·2 then 1 else fib[i-1] + fib[1 .... 2) fi

~

j

-I
- l
l

.----

!

In the second example abo~e the first two elements can be
computed together but tho third must wait for the first two
to be evaluated •

\

The syntax of the statement is rather longwinded

¥

;,

!
!

'

since the semantics of the language require _that the bounds
of the array eorrespond to the range of the index variable.
The symbols for all, ..,__
od and the declaration of the index
~~

- ....... -1

.,,n, A ~onld be llmi tted:

the for ill statement is the

I
I
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only place where a subscripted vnriµble con appear in the
target of a atatemept and so the nature of· the statement
and the name of the index variabln ,tould be detected.

immodiatcly.

It will be noticed that this language feature
describes a new type of statement.

On reflection I now

feel that it would be better if this construct were in the
form of an exprea::.~ion yielding an array, thus enablint" the
feature to pe used in conjunction with other constructs in
a flexible manner.

f..9.!.:

I now favour the following syntax:

i ~ f (1 ) ~

permitting:

fib := for 1 ~- if 1 <= 2 ~ 1 .~1&~ fib [i-1] +

--

fib [i-2] fi €nd;
ar1 :=

g

b then for i use 1*1 e n d ~ ar2 !,!;

In the curr~nt language the eff~ct of the latter ate.tement
could only be a.chieved by using several statements or by
using less efficient code which wo~ld. assign nr2 to fil:1
element by element if E were fAlae •
. ( f) ]l1nctions

Tlle new language would be110fit greatly from having
some means of specifying subroutines so that. we can economiseon code a.nd

can use recursi.ve olgori th.ma •

.As mentioned before it is best if the language allaus
functions but not procedures.
function will

be

The result returned from a

a single data j_tem but a result can be of

any valid datE:t type.

An informal record can be used to assi[:;n

the different fields of the result to different data items.
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~

-

...... ,

The syntax ia illustrated below by a simple function:

r· -:

l

funci::.:'.O.!!. sumanddiff(a, p: integer): record [~,y: integer] ;

i

be_gi:q

J

-

I

sumanddiff

-

r
-r
r
r
r I
- l
r

==

[a+b, a-b]

end·
_,
.

-

•

[sum, diff l : = Bl'l.Qanddiff( 3, 4);

·-

-

'

r- :

r----·

When generating code for a data flow computer it is necessary
➔~hat

value will be used so that the necessary copies of a token
may be provided.

I

in an enclosing block was used within a function.

The rules.are the ea.me as

those for FORT.RAN with no common blocka permitted:

every

external value to be used in a function must be pass~d

as

a

Although these scope rules were chosen primarily

because they suit the data, flow architecture, they have a
number of ndval!).tages from the point of view of software

,--~

reliability.

T~e action of a given module cannot be influ-

enced PY changes made to modules outside it.

r. ·:

The block structure of the language is that all
subroutines are defined at the same level as the main pro-

r--~
--

As a

resul.t the scope rules for the new language differ from

para.meter.

ros~:

~'l'l<Q:"

Thio could not be ao if an item defined

those of .Algol-like languages.

r

r-· ·:

we know in advance all the places whore a particular

gram.

All communication between modules is by parameter.a

involved in the subroutine calls.

':Che only global inf0rma.-

•

!

tion consists of named constants, which become litera 1 s in

t

the compiled code, and decla.red types.

I

I
\I

any other.

Any routine can call

,

i
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J

I
I

cons tnnts

!
f

I

main proernm

routine A

routine B

I

locnl

local

vnri,,bles

variables

\

FiSW:e 4.1

If Routine A is to call Routine B which may call Routine A
again then the single-pass natu;re of the cpmpiler means that
a PASCAL forward declf,3.ration is needed.

The parameter types

and result type of a routine may be declared before the body
of tbe routine:
function ra(arg: integer): integer; forward;
function rb(arg: integ~r): integer;

(*

begin ••• ~ ;

uses ra *)

function ra;

I

begin ...

$

end

( g) Iterations

In previous discu~sion we have noted that many loops
in co;nventional languages do not require an iterative implementation in a data flow language allowing exploitation of
parallelism.

These, and

m'•.ny

other repetitive computations,

can be expressed using the fQ!: ~.11 statement.

However there

are still a large number of computations which do not fal].
into this category.

In particu,lar there are the algorithms

in which the values of the data. items involved converge

'

-l
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l

- '
1

towards a solution.
'An i terntion statc1•1Qnt should hflVe, a purpose

typicnlly

that is reaoonably easy to otate;

this purpos? is to make a certain Boolean
relation true while maintaining a certain

invariant satisfied by the variables'.
Knuth (1974)
There are three basic components to such an algorithm:

-

i.

A set of initial values.

ii.

A rule for producing a new set o~ values
given set.

l

I

I

I

- !

iii. A conditipn on the set of values.

Starting with the j,ni t;i.al set of values ( i), we apply ru1e

(ii) until condition

(iii) is satisfied.

We then use the

final set of values as the solution.

l

- I

i
'j
l

- I

It is possible to reprc!leut a"(ly such nlgorithm by
a recursive function:
function iterate(oldval: restype): restypc;
2..££]; newval: reatype;

'

begin

newv~l := f(oldval);
iterate : =

g cond;i. tion 1'~£.B nowval

~l~

i tera.te( newval) fi;

end•
--:-'
In data flow form we Qan represent the complete •machine• to
execute this by Figure 4.2.

Ea.ch arc (shown by fuzzy lines

in the figure) represents a set of data values.
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l'flffOHJ.i

l'I'E:;iA'J'E

-7
I

enter

n:RF'Ohi·i
ITEH.ATC:

r-- -----------

---7

PEID'O.iiM

ITERA'l'E

r

7
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I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

L
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I

L
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return

Fi(".1.n·e 4.2

Recursive lteration

-

I
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--

In the Nnnches'ter machine we can superimpose the

i

l

machines in Fieure 4o2. by usinc: the token tags to separate
different calls of the function.

An alternative forIJ} due to R. Witie (communication
with J. Rushby) is given in Figure

4.3:

r·=

rr

r - - - - ·:7

r-.---1

G---~7

PERFORl~

PERFORM

PEfUt'Olil'-!.

l'l'lm.ATi:

I'l'ER..;.Tt

ITZHATE

I
I

I _ _,... <6'I 4- ""
.,.__ _
I

I

I

L _____ .J
'

Figure

4.3

I

L ____ __,

Non-Recursive Iteration

,I

This second form expressee our purpose much more
closely;
.............. ·

completion of the iterative process makes the

final output values available immediately whereas the
recur1:3ive form involves a series of function returns after

70
the final result has been produced.

Once again we can

superimpose the machines by using the token ta~s; in this case
we would use the iteration level field rather than the
procedure identifier.
It will be noticed that neither of the schemes

above need produce reentrant data flow graphs.
rto

There is

violation of the single-assignment rule and a determinate

computation ca.ri be produced.

In a SAL we will use one

identifier to refer to what is really a set of values ..

The

followin~ program written in Lucid makes this very clear:

y = input
epsilon= 0.002
first x = 1.00
next x = newx
newx = (y/x * x)/2
output - x .fil! soon !ll! abs ( newx-x)

-

<epsilon

Figure 4.4

The program in Figure 4.4 will yield the square root

of the input value I·
examples.

t

'The algoritrn is the one used in earlier

hcroft and Wadge (1977) talk of the •world line'

of an item which is a semi-infinite sequence of values which
the item takes

Or)..

For input value of 5.0 we have the

following set of world lines:
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y

r

==

t? .ooo,

5.ouo, 5.uuo,

),000, 5,(IL{;,

LO,

2.333, ?.;·)3,

,:

... 1

riew:x : : : {3,00U, 2.3::,3, ?.?'jd, ? • 2;,6, ?..?.36, ~). ?}(;'

... }

3,(

nbs(ncwx - y) = {2.000, o.667,

r---.

epsilqn

r·~

(ebs(now:x - :x) < epsilou)

r----

r-

r. r. r·=
r. :

,,

'17(:

.,,

'

o.v~~.

Q.()();;' I

0.()(,(), O.OOli,

:::: {O.OOP., 0.002, 0.00?,

o.oo~,

0.002, ().00?,

=f

1''

I

1''

'

1''

'

f'

I

output = (2.236, 2,236, 2,i'36, ?.,?36,

r. -.
r. r"-

·" ... ,,

...}

?.?:-;<,,

x= {1.oou,

rv

~. l)Oll,

T

I

'l'

I

2.236, 2.?:,56,

... }
... }
• 11.}

... ~

Lucid World Lines

Fimu:e 4-.5
l

I
}

I

I

'

'out_put• is the.value of

.c corresponding to the first case

.where the appropriate v,a.lues of~, P~:i:t~, and ~nsilop satisfy
the condition

\nba(newx-x)<epsilon}

constant value, such as

z

OJ,"

•

A variable with a

epsilon, is a sequence with a.ll

elements tak:ing the same value so that there is an element of
~

corresponding to each element of~ for use in the calcula~

tion of sucessive elements o f ~

The conceptual framework described above is almost
identical to the way iX>i which itera.tion was conceived when

r·=

r-·-

rr· ~

r-

the new language ltae being designed al thou;~11 the paper on
. Lucid bad not been published at the time.

When the concept

of i te:ratiop. is viewed in this '\'ray it becomes clear that

there ia no incomratibility between iteration and the aingleaesignment approach.

Chamberlin uses· a notatlo11. similar to that used in
Lucid although he describes tho construct in terms of convontion~l control flow execution:
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while (condition) do (loop body) end;
Within the loop body we can have statements such aa:
initial i := O;
i

: = ----.old i + 1;

The value of i outside the while statement is that after
the :final nssienment to 1.
Both Lucid and Sample lead to some confusion between

the

specification of the first value of an item and the cal-

culation of eubs~quent values of the 'world line 1 because twr:

statements nosign vo.lues to the single data item.

For the

new SAL it was decided that the whole iterative block should

be considered as a separate routine and would be givens
syntactic form similar to that of the function..

'.Che ini tj_al

values of all the items to be iterated would be supplied a.a

parameters to the call of the iteration.

The result type

would be thu same as that of tho parameter list and would

not need to be stated explicitly9

The code in Fig84~6

illustrateF how the iri.teger square root algorithm wou'Jd be
expreijsed ip th~ new language.
type real is provided.

The program assumes that a

:1.ter_::,.tion squareroot (y,x,epsilon : real);

decl oldx: real;

epsilon:~ epsilon;

oldx := x;
x := (y/x + x}/2;

~!.

abs ( oldx-x)

< epsilon end;

"

.
~

input,output,res,yy,eps,y: real;

y:= input;
output:= res
[yy ,res, epsJ : = squareroot(y, 1 .¢ ,¢ .¢~2);

_,
end•
Figure 4.b
The data items appearing as parameters of the iteration subroutine are known as iteration variables ..

The condi-

tion following the symbol 'until' is known as the .£2!!!.E.l.§.~i.a!!
_QOndition.

It will be noticed that no qualifiers such a s ~

or old aroused because there cnn be no ambiguity in the

r -

meaning of a proeram;

I ·-

an iter?,tion variable identifier on the right-band aide of

the rule ia that all occurrences of

nn assignment refer to the old value of an item"

The excep-

tion to this rule is that in tl1e completion condition such
an identifier refers to the new valuo of an item.,
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Every iteration verinble must be assigned a value
by

the routine if a new value of the variable is to be

available for the next iteration step.
" y := y

Nence the statefuents

and " epsilon : = epsilon " had· to be inc1ud ed"

II

The variable oldx is used to store the value of
~

so that it is available for use in the completion condition

alonG with the new value of.!•

The value of o1d2£ is not

carried over from one iteration step to the next~
Despite the lack of ambiguity I suspect that it would
advantageous if the possible contusion of old and new
values were removed by the use of a qualifier

qJ_q~.

This

change would also make both versions of an iteration variable
available for use within the body of the iteration and :,he

completion condition.

Experience when trying to teach the

language to new programmers would shed light on this question.,
.
'

(h)

Input and Output StatementQ
Input and output strerun handling leads to some d.evia-

tions from normal data flow principles.
in which

w0

Consider a problem

wish to outr,ut two values which are con:111uted

independently:

as the comput~tion sequence is determined by

data flow we cannot be sure in which order the -two items will
be produced and hence there is the possibility of non-determinate execution.
be sure in

IJ.'he same applies to input when we cannot

which order to satisfy a number. of read requests&

One solution would be to demand that a stream is only
read from, or written to, on one occasion;

input streams

would just be record structures with predefined v;Ques
while output streams would be records wbich qould be accessed
outside the machinq.

Though thia system is simple 9 it is

"V•·ry inflexible and so a solut:i.on wns ooucht wid.ch would
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provide the necessary synchronisation.
A mechanism was required which would allow us to
enforce a sequence on the read and write operations.

the

new SAL achieves this by including a spe·cial boolean control

parameter in the argument list of the standard read a.nd write
functions provided.

An I/0 operation cannot be initiated

r-·~

until this signs.J. ha~ arrived.

(""'"" -~

syntax of the two functions is given below:

The operation will set an

output. para.meter to true when the function· is comple·te..

The

r·· -

boolout : = write ( outst:r.rea.m, boolin, va.1 1 , $.,., , valn);

r·~

['boolout, val.1 ,

The stream names are given in a program atatement which ia

r•·-~

the first line of the source code,

r·-, --

or w.rite statement can be of any type including records and

r·~
r·~
r--

arroyo.

e.. , valn]

: = read ( instrea.m ~ boolin);

The arguments of a read

The elements of arrays are treated as individual

data items for thia pur.pose.

Sequencing is achieved by using the ou.tput control
signal of one statement (or a value dependant on that signal)
aa the input control signal of the next:

write(out, bl1, b);

bl2

bl3 := write(out, bl2, o);
bl1 := write(out, true, a);
,1.ill yield

a, b, c

in the output stream out o

It may be

noted that even write is a function with an output value.

~.:..1...

Some Comments on _the Present Implementation

( a) pa.ta. '.l.1ypos

It will be noticed th~t in order to make the compi-

':'.. ~~""~~~~-~. . .,..._ ---·
.•
!

I
I
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lation proces~ much simpler even a common type like ~?1
For the aame reason

hae been omitted from the new language.

the above rules do not allow arrayo of records although much
the aame

effect ca.n be achieved by specifying the fields of

a record as arrays.

The onJ.y si~ple data types which are imlllemented
are integer and boolean.
a single subscripto

Arrays must have fixed bounds and

~o arrays of records are permittedo

These restrictions were dictated

by

the fact that

the aim of the project waa a quick implementation of a aimple

compiler;

the features chosen are particularly a-u.ited to the

data flow computer uaed.

It would be a simple matter to re-

lax the restrictionfJ mentioned, adding
a character string type.

~

arithmetic and

One exception might be the require-

ment that arrays have fixed bounds.

At present the compilP-d

code takes considerable advantage of the fact that array

bounds are constant.
(b)

Redundant Values
Many function.calls and other expreesiona y1eld a

result of some record type.

Frequently, however, we are not

interested in all the fields produced.

A good example .waa

given by tho·call of the iterative routine •aquareroot• in

Fig.4.6, for which we had to declare dummy items ll and
to act as targets for the final values of

z

and

~E~

~U_Q!! in

the routine. ,
A Aimple and useful addition to the lano.uuag~ would
be the use of an identifier nil to indicate a :fie1d in wh.tch
we are not interested.

We could thus reduce the n:umber of

d ecla.rati.on$ required.

The new v.ersion of the call would be:

[ !!!1, res, n!1 J : = squareroot(y, 1.¢,

¢ .¢¢2);
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(c)

Repetition Constructs in the Laneua~

In the next chapter, where code generation for the

.f.2!: Qll statement is considered, it will be seen that the
code generated is very inefficient if the full generality
of the laneuoge is allowed with the statement.

Problems

are caused by the use of function calls within the

f.2!: ll!1

statement and by the use of complicated subscript expressions.
In practice it.baa been found that the majority of uaes of
the feature involve ordinary expressions and simple subscript
selections and do not require the full generality of the·
statement.

Code for these simple uses of the.!£!: !111 state-

ment could be made much more efficient than it ia at present.

It was also observed that many problemri require us
to a.ssign values to several arrays with identical bounds.
,--·•-

The for oll statements to achieve such an.effect are long

I

winded and general~y prevent us from taking advantage of

r-·-

common expressions used in different statementee

rr. ·=

r-:

r. =
r-·=

r·r--·~

r· -

The difficul. ties mentioned in the two parag:r

1

s,1;1hs

above suggest that the for all feature might usefully be
divided into two separat.e constructs:

L

The simple use could be retained in the form of an

expression:
for i

~

<expression)

end

The range of.! would be determined by the subscript range
of'the array to which a value if;J being assiened.

It is

possible that the expressions permitted in such .a clause

could be restricted to those which would allow efficient
code generation.

Alternatively (and best

of all) th~ com-

piler for the language could attempt to recoenise special
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cases which would lend themselves to efficient execution~

ii.

A further type of routine cnlled a

be provided.

1

repetition 1 could

The routine would assien values to one or

more array items.

Each cycle of the repetition would be

able to execute in parallel with the others and would~ teld
a single element of each of the result arrays.

Full

generality would be allowed within such a repetition block.

Only a very brief outline of this possible featuro
has been Given but it is hoped that the example presented
in 1''ieure 4. 7 ·will make the proposal more clear,,

The

repetition block bubble applies a simple sort algorithm to
a set of numbers in an array. The aleori th.!11 j_s illustrated
in Figure 4.8 and follows a process of locating w10cal
minima' in the array.

These elements are then exchanged

with the elements imm~diately before· them in the array~

An element of the boolean array moveun is set to true if
brt' ',-

the corresponding element of the array is less than

t-her---

of its neighbours and is to be moved towards the start of
the array.

The boolean array swaps is used to indicnte if

the array is sorted into ascending order;

if an element of

rnoveup is true, or any element further on in the array

moveuE is true then the corresponding element of .filfiU?~ is
set to true.

The first element of swaps will therefore

indicate if any exchanges have tal:en place during execution

of the' routine bubble.
The repetition~ repeatedly calls the routine
bubble until the_lowest element of swaps is fDlse, indicating

thot the array is in ascending order.
A v :lue oi' the i terns

krt

value of the index variable!•

and

~.:..! exists for each

I
r·
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I

r·

r

E.!2lli

last :=

i= low

.!l!.£..1'!

low eli:;;.£ i..,l fi;

moveup(i) :er {:j.nta.b(hst]) i •;tab[i]) a,ncl (intab[ next]>= int11b[i] };
S\>IHJlS[

i]

;=

.!lilln true
£.ill i = hich .!D.£:12 fDlse
if rr.ov1::•up[i]

~

outiab[i] : ...

if.

filfil:.

it.fill iutab( last]

in t!-1b[ i]

fi;

l

1

movcUJ)[ i)

eHf moveup[1,c>,.t] then intab[nc::ic,t]

I
!

p,apE,[ neJCt]

.,.._,
.fi·

i

,.,. .-=

if.

next :::; if i::: hi[;}) then hith e:l~-.t. i+l fi_;

-

i

r-

not chlrnt.,rn (lo\;] end;

do

-~

r·-~
r-= I

r·~

:= bubble( tc=.bk)

dr•cl last, next: int....-:cer;

r~- ~

r·-- ~

bolc1rrtyp;

ree£!ti tion bul.Jble ( ~ntc1b: inbr-rt,;,p): ,B;',!:.9,!j. [ outtnb:intflniyp; moveup, sw<"::ps:bolcird,1,

r·

r---~

:

fsll:.. iill i in [ low. ,hich)

,--

~

;111;

it_f'rution ~;ort { td.1le: int. r:rtyp);

[toblc, ttmr, chE111t,,,c11]

r··· ~

,~

intq;cr;

. repeat

r·· -

r_

££

bolnrrtyp= !l!.SI'::L ( low •. hi.:)t] of bool,

decl tE,u1r, cl"1.:•nGe:c1

r-·

,-

fota1:J"t.yp= .t..r.!.s:.Y. [ lOl-1 •• hi1h]

_!.ti.?.£

_,
od·

t

f

f
f

Sorting Program using Repetition BlocK.
Figure

4.7
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{d)

Array Functton_f!
Because of the potential for parallel computation

in a. data flow machine it is possible to perform a. function
such as summing the elements of an n-element array in order
log n instruction tlmes rather than the time of order n which
2
applies for a sequential algorithm. In such cases it ia
poaaibl$ to write some particularly efficient code, which
coul.d not be produced by a compiler unless special 'accumulation•· functions Wf}re provided.
Suitable functions which could be provided would be

~:!:!!!!,product,~' m,!n, and,- siE,;

Ae an ex~ple the program

in Figure 4.9 could test to se(;· if two arra.ya were identical:

decl

a,b:" array (low •• high] .2f integer;

eq: array [ lou •• high ] B.!, boolean;
begin

eq :=

m

equal

==

-1 use a.{il = b{i]

.£.!!£;

!m!!( eq);

_,
end•
-·-·-

Figure 4. 9

(e)

Dependence Relationships
ihe new language insists that the single assignment

rul.e is adhered to and thus the requirement of determinacy
is satisfied.,

In.addition a simple check on tbl) dependen-

cies in.a program Qould be made.

Thus we could identify

programs violating the rule or keeping to the rule in a
simple :fashion.

Unfortunately there are many prosrams for which.the
check is not so simple.

Consider the followine statements:

82

x := if b1 then 3 else y-2 fi;
y := if b2 then :x:+1 else $1 fi;
b2 : = b1 ;

We know that b1 and b2 will have the same value.

Hence the

program reduces to one of the following two forms:

X

:= 3

or
y : = CJ

y : = x+1

Both of these programs keep to the dependency rules.
however, El and b2 were independent then

If,

we could not know

if the program was valid or not.
In practice no spurious results can arise if we
have violations of the rules.
a

b
C

The statements:

·- b·,

.·- a+1 ,•
·- c•,

will lead to no value being assigned tog, b, or£

and

any program output dependent on these will not be produced.
There is thus no need to check the dependence relationships
in any case.
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ChaEter 5.

Code Gennrntion for n Data Flow Oomputor

Very little work has been done On the problems of
generating code for data flow machines as there.are so few

1angua6eS which have been des'igned for use wi'th such computers.
Weng (1975) describes some of the wor~ done at MIT but no
previous worlc has been dO!le with :reference to the Manchester
design.

This chapter describes the methods of

code generat1on

which were implemented in the compiler written for the nev
einele assignment language,

To introduce the detailed des-

cription of the features of the generated code we first look

at the main principles which were h.•..:pt in mind while the code
generation templates were being developed:

The major part of

the chapter then describes the process of generatins coJe for
the main constructs in the new language.

A final section of

the chapter considers future developments which vrould allow
the generation of code for new features of the language.
Some simple optimisations which could be applied to the
compiled code are described.

?-luch of the novel material in the dissertation is
presented in this chapter and careful reading will be required
because of the detailed nature of the work which is described.
In particular it ie important to nctice the way in which the

code manipulates the token tag fie1ds in order to ensn,..e
progF.am determinacy.

Much of the code will neem superfluous

if the need to generate determin~te code is not borne in
mind.
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5. 1 Princ_tples of Code Gener(~tion
While code gereration was being considered a :number
of general p:rinciples were kept in wind.

Most of the prin-

ciples mentioned below are of an arbitrary nature and were
chosen to reflect the purpose of the project.

On the other

hand, the principle that the code produced should execute in
a determinate manner is essential as the s~~antics of the new
language requires that execution be determinate.
(a)

The code produced must execute determinately
'In Chapter 2 it was pointed out thnt program graphs

must be constructed in a disciplined fashion if they are to

execute in a determinate manner on the Hanchester Dat~ Flow
~

\

\
~

~----

'

computer.

There is no interaction between tokens with different
tags (different coloured tokens in the notation of Dennis,

~

.,...,.._

..

i

--

If,
t'

rr,,,i-· --~

/

II
'

174""'•--

I

!
1

1974) and this :property can be utilised for the implementa-

tion of safe data flow programs.

A sufficient condition for

aafe and determinate execution is that no two tokens with
identical tags are sent to a given input point of a node
du.ring the whole course of execution of a program..
Chapter 2 for earlier discussion on this issue)~

(See.
If this ie

II

so then the aet of tokens appearing on each arc.of tbe graph

f

will be the same for each po~ ;ible execution of the program.
The Nan.chester design permits more than one node to
direct results to a given input point.

f'13terminacy will !)ot

be affected in this case as long a1;1 res.ul ts with a given !1:1g
cannot b$ produced by more than one of the origin node~ di~ec
;,

1
f

ting results to a given input point.

J

later in the chapter how this principle works out in practicf

It will become clear

(

j

,
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(b)

Code Efficiency is not n primnry concern
It is quite an easy mutter to optimise data flow

· graphs because there are :none of the problems of long-range

interactions which are found with conventional programs;

~

data flow node can only have effects on the graph within a
well-defined scope.

The aim of the project, however, was

to

produce a language and compiler quickly, ao general techniques
were employed and no effort uao made to recognise special
cases where more compact code could be produced.
(c)

Only sirnEle atomic nodes are used.
The instruction set of the Manchester machine is

under conntnnt revision, and indeed one of the main impacts

of this project has been on the constitution of the propos,d
instruction set.

As it is not yet clef;\r which nodes are use-

ful and which are not, the code generated baa used combina-

tions of simple nodes to achieve the same effect as the more
complex nodes in order to avoid the danger of being influenced
by the ur roven assumptions which went into the design of ~ome

of the complex nodes.
A aimple example is given by the set of special no.des
provided for the manipulation of the index field in the token

tag.

The Add Index (ADI) node has the :following function~
val
i)(:: a.

b

ADI

vol
ix"

~-tb
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....
'fhc same effect can be achieved by the set of nodes below:

.
.
.

DUP

...

.,.

...
Neither-the index manipulation noJes, nor the standard nodes
provided for procedure entry and exit, were used l:>y the com....

piler.
l

},
i

i

...
"

I
I

(d)

Unused Resulto will be disnosed of
During execution of a program by a conventional. com...

puter there will be variables which are not needed again
after some point in the computation.

If stack-based storage

I

management is .employed then storage locations can Renerally

l

te re-uped although problems of garbage dollection arise if

I

I
I
f
I
!!· '

we wish to allocate stor.age from a hee,.p.

In a som(:>·,rhat a.no.loeo11s fashion it :i.t possible for
unuaed data flow tokens to accumu1ate.
a : ,

g

b ) 3

ifilm

Conslder the statement

b else c fi;

If the condition is true then we usa the value of~ but not

87
of·.£·

Howover,a ·.token with tho value of.£ must have been

-produced in case it was needed.

Hence we must not only pasa

the value of b to~ but also clear away the unused token with
value £ if ouperfluous tokens are not to accumulate.
It miGht seem that disposing of unwanted tokens
could be ignored in a first implPmentation of a high level
language but observations show that such toltens can build up
very rapidly, expecially when arrays arc being used.

A.nun-

wanted token will be placed in the matching store of the
:Manchester Data. Flow computer and will never be matched· wi Lh

I

tokens will accumulate and clog up the store unless a special

I

Our aim should be that no unused results remain when a pro-

I

l

a token Cfl,rrying the same tag value.

Thus such superfluous

ef.fort is made to P;I'event them from remaining in the graph.

gram terminates correctly.

5.,2

Main Features of the Generated Code

Ar,uendix III describes the code generation templates

I

l

used by the compiler.

An explanation of a number o-r thC'oe

will be c;iven in this section with special reference to .the
common prh1ciplea which emerp:ed while the templates were

being developed.

Each statement written in the new language defines
the way in which one or more target data items are to be
given \l"alues.

The statement will be represented in the com-

piled code by a subgraph which hAs input arcs along which
tokens will flow with the values of the arguments used in

the statement.

Output arcs from this subgraph wi.11 carry

tokens with the values of the target items.
As described in Appendix III, generation of the code

I 1·· -

f -

1·=
1~·=

,,,.,_

j
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for a statement may involve the production of new nodes to
be added to the prom:-a.•n or it may simply involve the establishment of new nrcs linking exioting nodes of the graph.
Just as the syntax of the language is defined in a
recursive fa.shion so the code generation templates operate
recursiv.ely;

the template -for a complex feature of the

lfinguage wj_ll link together subgraphs produced by the application of simpler templates which deal with parts of the

,·~·=

r

-

1·--

complete language feature.
(a)

Repr~~entation of the Data Types
It is worth briefly considering the meaning of a

simp:'. e variable used in a convf)ntional computer language.

'

r·=

,-=
r·=
r:
r~·r--

r,_
,•

Let.! and

I be integE':'-r. variables involved in th-3 statement:
X ::::

Y+ 3

To process this statement we take the integer value '3 and

add it to the contents of variable y.

This addition opera-

tion gives us an integer vnlue which we place

in variable x,

The constant 3 and variable y are treated in< differentwaya.
, When we compile such a si·'l.tement for execution on a conven-

-

tional computer we might decide that variable x will occupy
location 7 in the compiler 13t,)re while
.

z
.

'

occupies locat:l.on 8.
''

To acceas the constant value:; we may uae an instruction with
an immediate operand while to access the value of y we will
use the constant 8 to point to the location from which a

r--·=

r·=
r··=

,-·-

value is accessed.

The syntax of most languages does not take into f:lccou:
the fact that a variable identifier has a different meaning
accordine to which eido of an assignment operation it is
placed.

A notable exception is the languaee Algol 68 (1:3ee

---,.----·-:r. _._. .__~_

l~~i\lj,!~-i!l'lllillllil:ll!fl&lltilli'1-•-·--..

1·:p ','.
I

•

j
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I

[

Pagan 1 9 7 6 ) •

If~ is nn integer variable then 3 is said

to be of mode ref int ,indicating that the idontifier .! can

be interpreted as a constant valued pointer to an integer
value.

.

I

8.

I
II

In our example above .2S would be the address constant

The equivalent of an aasiGnment otatement in Algol 68

has an expression of a certain mode on the rieht hnnd aide
and a value on the left hand side which bas a type which ia
a poin·ter to that mode.

In our e:xrunple above the expression

on the right hand Dide is of mode int and the variable

of mode ref int.

z is

As a result~ must be deref~renced to pro-

duce an int value.

This means in practice that the constant

address value~ is used as a pointer to pick up a value which
will be of type

ill·

Concluding thia digressior.1. we can say that for conventional languages the meaning of identifier ia different
according to the.side of an assignment operator on which it

is located.

The process of generating code will naturally

itake this into account.•

The data items which are manipulated during execution
o:f a data flow graph are the tokens which flow along the arcs

Ii
I

I'

of the graph.

The relationship between these tokens a.nd the

idcntlfiers decl.ared in a program in the new SAL needs to be
examined carefully.
Each data item in a program appears as the target of
one of the assignment statements in the programs

The state-

ment specifies how the i tern is to be tiven its val.ue.

Occttr-

rences of' the identifier of the i tern on the right hand Ed.de
of an assignment indicate that a token with .the computed
value: ia required in the execution of the statement.

Hence

a number of tokens will be required all carrying the value

90

r· r
~

computed in the assignment st'atement.

To nrrange for these

tokens to be produced we associate a DUPlicate node with the
data item and attnch extra DUPlicate nodes to this node in

11#11)1

order to produce the desired number of copies of the value.

r-

These copies will be directed to the subgraphs compiled for
s:ttatements involving the item.

We label the first DU:Plicate

node with the identifier of the item:

x:

r

(-□-UP-)

The subgraph representing the expression to be &as!g-

-

ned to x will have an arc directed to this DUP node.

z

.

When

is used on the right hand side of an assignment the code

generation template will attach an arc to this node so that

when a token is sent to the node~ copy of the token will be
,

directed to the appropriate section of t?le program graph.

-

If,! is used in more than two places then extra DOP nodes
will be required:.

l

r·~

I

r.....

if

DUP

f

DUP

Ji

0

(

J

r·:
r
II

!

Thus for each simple integer or boolean data item
which is declared there is assigned a DUPlicate node.

The treatment of the more complex data structures

-

must be conside;red.

An arra.y data item will be represented

by a set of tokens, one token for each element of the array~

t
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t

I
t

When an array item jdcntifier n.ppenrs on the right hand side
of an assignment we require a copy of each of these tokens
to be directed to the appropriate part of the progrnm graph.
The tag system enables this requirement to be satisfied in
a very simple manner.

A single DUP node is allocated for

the array item and tokens for the elements of the array are
directed to this node.

Each token has a tag ind~x value

equal to the array element index so that there is no inter-

I

I

action between the tokens for different elements.

If multiple

copies of the array are required then the DUPlicat~ node wiJl
be enabled for each token in the array and a copy .)f ea.ch
token will be made.

For instance if there is a declaration

f

l

l

decl arr := ~ 1 l [6 •. 1¢) of integer;

f

l
l
!

and node 27 is allocated for .fil:!::

I

these tokens should be produced and sent to node 27 with
indices in the range 6 to 1¢.
The question which now arises is what index value
should be given to thc tokens representing simple data items~
The convention adopted was that these to1cenn should alwRya
have index values of zero.

Record structures can be regarded simply as a collection of simple or array items which are given a single name

to reflect the structure of the data repreE:ented.
program graph a

record may be associated with a set of

DUP nodes, one for each simpler item involved.

For instance,

when processing the declaration
decl

In the

compa,compb: record [re,im: intcGer] ;

...

t
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the following nodes miGht be allocated:

___ . CD___p)

,,

;

--~'"

----- ,,

(ouP) (ouP)

u

( D lJ P)

L,_._;---'

i

compb

compa

9omY.a· i.m now refers to node 16 while comp!! its elf ref er$

to the pair of nodes 15 and 16.

An assignment

compb := compa;
ri?quires that corresponding fields o:f the record are assir:ned
which is achieved by sending a token from each node of ~ompa
to the corresponding node of oom:eJ>:

DUP

DU P

.

I?

DUP

DUP

Duplicate nodes are allocated in just the same way
for data items used in functions and iterations.

The use of

the procedure number and iterati,on level fields of the tag
enables tokens representing items from different calls of
these routines to remain distinct from each other.
( b) . !1,epres~nta.tion of Constants:

The Tr_igger Concept

Each node in the Instruction set of the Manchester
machine can have an 'immediate' argument.

Hence an ADD

node. with such~ constant becomes a one-input nodeo

a:=

b +

3;

Code for

93
could be

genorated as follows:
DUP

DUP

Ii

Unfortunately this would not generalise for such state-

ments a.a:

a:= 4 * 7;
b :=

9;

In the first case there are two constant values to be combined but a node can only include one literal operand.

In

the latter case it would be possible to prime the graph with
a token directed to node b with a value 9.

However this

approach is impossible if the statement is within the scope
of a function since we cannot expect to know the procedure
identifier for every call of the function and hence cannot
produce the priming ir.alues •.

The sol~tion adopted was to provide a spe~ial trigg~
token within the main program and each routine of the program
which would proceed to generate the constants required in the

block ..

A single priming token for the main program block

would be placed in the graph before execution started and
would ca.use the correct ponstants to be produced.

A trigger

·signal will also be produced for each invocat:lon of a function

and for each cycle of an iteration.

These tokens fire GENer-

ate nodes aa shown in the code for the first two statements
above:
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Figure 5.1

The templates for constants and simple variables shown in
Figure 5.2 are employed to form the graphs above.

in the figure is the template tor an expression using a dya~ic

!I

operator which invokes other templates representing the left

I

and right hand expressions:

t

constant:

variable:
11ctrio..ble.
') .

r-

Also shown

dyadic operator:

1 ...

...
Fig;u:re

5. 2
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The templates indicate the nodes to be generated
and links which are to be established.

It will be notiC('d

that the template for a simple variable does not generate

any nodes but merely establishes t1.n arc.
In Figure 5.1 it will be seen that the trigger token
must be duplicated because it is necessary to generate two
constant tokens.

In the representation of templates it is

implicitly assumed that if an arc is ta be established lead-

ing from a node which has both of its output points in use
then ·.a. DUP node

wilJ. be allocated in order to provide a

further copy of the re quired token.
When execution of a program graph iA initiated a
priming token will be

dir~cted to the trigger node.

The

token will carry a tag index of zero so that constants generated will match those for elementary items.
The trigger mechanism
is also used by Weng (1975)
. '
for the generation of code for TDl!"'L.
{c)

Control of ConditionRl Statements:

The Gate Concept

When. code is ge~erateQ for a simple 'if' expression
or 'case' expression the target item must be set to one of
a number of values ~cco:rding to the state of the boolean or
integer control value.

For a etat~ment such as:

we need to select.£ if~ is true ano.

s if _2

is false.

In

addition we must dispose of the unwanted value and hence the
code shown in Figure

5.3 is not sufficient.
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The code shown in Figure

5.4

gives a possible graph

corresponding to the basic 'if' statement:
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Figure 2·-4
In this cases ands are simple values but in general the values to be passed to~ could be the f~al results
of computationr. of considerable complexity.

Following the

approach above, we would compute both alternatives and select

the desired resuJ.t afterwards.

Computation of the values can

take place concurrently with computation of the conditione
Despite making good use of parallelism, this approach
cannot be followed.

It leads to unnecessary computation of

valuer and progrnm graphs can be produced uhich yield results

but never terminate.

Consider a recursive definition of' the

factorial function for example:
~~~}on fuc ( n: integer)~ integer;

~eein

fac := 1£ n <= 1 then 1 ~ fac(n-1)*n f.!.

~!!.£;

If the approach under discussion were employed in

this case then an endless stream of calls to the routi.na fac
would be initiated although no result of such a call would be
selected if the input parameter were less than one.

A

means

is required for ensuring thht only the value of the appropriate expression is computede

The desired effect ca.n t 1e achieved

' by using a f&!.~ signal which ia 'applied~ to an expr"ssion.; if

the gate value is true then the values for the computation are
passed on and the e_xpreasion can be processed, otherwise the

arg,'1.unen-t.s are diapos dd of.
of coroputnticm;

Thus selection occurs at the start

only one result can be produced since the

other calculation is inhibited.

The gate signal assumes the

role of the trigger value for cc n.stants used within 1;he ex-

pression~
Figu.re 5" 5 shows the code templates for va:riablea

and constants when. there is a gate signal, and also tbe ten,-

plate .for the conditional statementa

Note that the use of a

NOT node allows consistent. t1~eatment of gated arguments ..
F::tgu.:t"'e 5. 6 i.llustra:t;es the use of these templnteP.J@
constant:

variable:

/~
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In order to control the passage of an array value it is
necessary ·to provide a eating token for each token repre-

senting an element of the array.

In order to achieve pro-

duction of the desired set of tokens a special Macro~
;

1

!

was designed.

This node cnlled a Proliferate node was de-

/

signed using a number of simple atomic nodes.

1l
I

is sent to its input the node will prcduce a set of toltens

!

When a token

all carrying the same value whose tag index fields will match
those of the array elemento.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the node

and the template 1.1Sed to gate an array value.

o..»" 'f
VCIK"

Li =-low
..,,..l ;,,c lo,.,.,.

i co:l,Je

Vo.

)t

figµre 5.7

PIT

I

Use of the Proliferate node

The principle of using a gating signal applies
equally well in code for the 'case I expression •.
There may be situations in which we would like to
exploit as much parallelism as possible and do not mind
doing come wasted computat;ion.

We can write code in the

form shown below:
a :.= if b !h.£n c else d Q;
c. ::::; (large computation) ;

d := (large computation) ;
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(d)

Procedure Calling Mecha.ni8ma

I

A procedur~ call mechaniom is required if functions

I

are to be dofined recursively and so that we can economise
on code needed in several p1aces in a program.

1

I
l

'

and 5! w1rll be evaluated concurrently whether

or not they are subsequently used to form~-

!

Il

.Q.

Because the data flow scheme El1J.ows many nodes to be
executed concurrently it ia possible that many executions of

a function will be in progress at the same time.

Hence we

need a(,me mechanism to ensure that tokens from different calls.
do not become confused.

We can achieve this result by assign-

ing a unique procedure identifier to each function call and

associating this number with each to1t:en involved in -the call
by means of the tag.

Gurd and Watson (internal communication at Mancheator)

have proposed. a scheme which allows a new procedure identifier
to be calculated numeri~ally from the current one.

The sche~e

can support double recursion because each procedure number oan
lead to two·sucessors:
pno '· a = 2 • pno
pno'b = 2.pno + 1
If the original procedure number is one then the two new

numbers are:
2 which leads to

4. and

, which ieads to

6

5

and 7

To recover the eld number we simply divide the current number
by

two.

By

this.mechanism we achieve a numbering system which

never leads to conflict.

The advantage of this sche~e . is that

,,,
i'.

.'

:•,
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i
I

the new procedure number for each input para.meter can be
calculated independently of the other parameters.

Hence it

does not matter in which order the arguments of a procedure
become available.
In addition to allocation of procedure identifiers,
a mechanism is needed to send results back to arbitrary nodea

·1n the program graph.
numbers and

A node is provided to allocate new

also a node is provided which takes a riode add-

ress as one of its inputs.

The latter node divides the pro-

cedure identifier by two and directs its output token to.the
input point specified by the address input, thus returni~g

a value from a function.
The ca.J..culation scheme can be generalised to support
multi-way recursion:

Forward Mapping:
Reverse Mapping:

pno

yields

pno

yield19

(pno~1)/n

I

The sequences above are for n-way recursion Md start with
an initial procedure identifier of zero.
The scheme cannot be
number of calla to a routine

used if we have an unknown
from- a given routine.

Unfor-

tunately this can be the case for programs written in the
new language.

It iij l~gal fo~ an iteration to call another

iteration and in order

to prevent confusion of the tokens

involved in the inner iteration for different cycles of the
outer iteration we surround each iteration graph by code for.
a single procedure call.

However, there may be an arbitrarily

large number of cycles of the outer iteration and so we need
a mechanism more flexibl~ than then-way recursion solution.
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In developing a new meclianiam I first proposed a
hiehly complicated scheme allowing the first e.rgument token

which arrived to acquire~ new and unique procedure number
and to pass this number to all the other parameters as they
arrived.

S~ch a solution was attractive as a function may

contain computations which can proceed before all of the
It is hard to determine which of

parameters have arrived.

the arguments will arrive first thus providing the token to
fetch a new procedure identifier and pass it to all the other
arguments.

Later on the trigger concept developed and it rapidly
became obvious that the trigger token should 'be used to initi-

ate the function call.

The trigger token is sent to a special

Generate Procedure Number (GPH) node which produces a token
whose value is a new unique procedure numbeir.

This new number

is broadcast to all the arguments and the Set Procedure Ident-

r·:

rr~
r:

r~
r-

I
/

-

ifier (SPI) node is used to set a new procedure number in the
token tags.
Figure 5.8 shows the basic calling code tomplate
illustrated by a simple one-input, one-output function.
Dotted lines enclose the code for the function body which
is only produced once.
_The process used. to restore the old procedure number
is the reverse of the calli,ng mechanism.

The Generate,

Variable DestipatiQn, (GVD) node is used to send the result
back to the correct nodes.

Ope argument of this node ie the

return address to which the ;f.ncom:tng token will be directed •
.A. .trigger m~y be needed within.the function graph

and so a new trigger token is produced with .the appropriate
procedure id~ntifier ip, its t·ag and a boolean value true.
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Jt is important that the old procedure number is
restored after the result of the function has been sent back
to the ca.lling graph or there could be more than one token
with a given tag directed to the address input of a GVD nod~.
Such a non-determinate graph could be produced in the simpl.e
case of double recursion within a bloclc.

When any manipula-

tion of the tag fields is done, the order in which the fields
are changed tends to be critical.

The render is encouraged

to make sure that he follows this argument and can aee why

r

the scheme in Figure 5.9 is not aqequate.
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(e)

Implementation of Fu~0tionh and Iterations
The precedlng ~motion discussed a mechanism by which

a new ur;ique procedure i,denti;fier could be associated ,,,ith a

token.

The code for both }'unctions and·Itera.tions employs

that mechanism to eneure that the tokens involved in concur-

1

I

rent calls of a routine do not become confused.

Some addit-

ional manj_pulation is required for Iterations.
l•'unctions
DlT.Plicate nodes are allocated for the input parameters of s function just as for normal data items.

These

nodes will act as the destinations for the tokens sent from
the graph calling the function.

It would be illegal for a

function to assign .a value to one of these

,arameters so they

are flagged as data items which have already had values assigned to them and thus the compiler can detect illegal uses of
these items as normal violations of the single assignment
rule.
The result parameter appears just the srune aa a normal data item except that one of the outputs from each node
used for the item is directed to a GVD node used to effect
the return from "the function.
The calling routine provides a trigger token which ia

used by the function in any co~e which requires a trigger such
as in the generation of constants and further procedure calls.
Figure 5·. 1¢ shows the code generated for a function
used to find the absolute value of an input item.

The dotted

line indj_cates the e,;tent of the code common to each call of
the funct:l.on.

Opno and npno refer to the old and new proce-

dure numbers respectively.

.
f

R
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Iterntione
A new procedure identifier is created when an
iteration is entered in order to make it possible to call
a further iteration within each cycle of an outer iteration.
The iteration level field of the token tag is used to separate the cycles within the body of an iteration.
The program code for an iteration block written in
the new language specifies how to calculate the new values
of a set of iteration variables and also a compietion oonditiono

I!

I

The new values and the condition can be evaluated con-

currently.

If the condition is true then the new set of

values will form the output record of the iteration block.
On the other hand if the condition is false then we need to

continue the iteration by passtng all the values. back to the.

/,

•

entry point of the g~apb, incrementing the: iteration level ..

!
!

Aa a result the next value in the sequence making up the

I

•world-line' of ~n iteration variable will be computed.

f

!
I
l

I

The semantics of the langunge specify that it is tho
~

value of an iteration variable which must be used to com-

pute the completion condition.

Thus we need two nodes to

I

!

'

t

l

I
I
,,

represent an iteration variable - one for the old value and
one for the new.

Illustrated below is the essential struc-

ture of the iteration block for each iteration variable.
Naturally the old value of the item may not be involved in the computation cf the new value or of the completion condition.
A trigger will be needed if the iteration computations involve constants.

.

A new trigger token will be needed

for each cycle of the iteration and so a structure is provided
similar to that shown in Figure 5.11 for the iteration
variables.

\
t
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When a va,l.ue iij returned from an iteration block
it is essential that it carries the same iteration level as

the input para.meters.

A Function call does not alter the

value of the iteration level field of the tag and so this
,vr,

problem does not arise with functions.

However, the itera.-

t ion bloclc will alter the iteration. level

c.1ncl

so we must

restore the old '1 teration level before passing on the final

results of the block.
It should be noticed that the order in which these

tag manipulations are per:formed is important;
change the

we first

procedure number and then the iteration level.

La.tor we restore the old iter~tion level and finally :restore
the original proced~e identifier.

In effect the information

about the old iteration level and old procedure number is

stored in the ncu procedure identifier.

Thus we can manipu-
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late the iteration level without any confusion wtth other
cycles of the outer iteration.

If, however, we were to

restore the old procedure n,1mher first then the tokens
would not carry the old iteration level and confusion could
occur.
Figure 5.12 shows how the complete iteration block
is constructed.

The (SIL 0) nodes at the entry points of

the graph allow each iteration to utilise the full rnnge of
the iteration level field.

The no.me oil r~fers to the old

1 teration level. ·
It will be seen that the code g~nerated each time
an iteration call is processed

by

the compiler is very much

the same as is generated for a function call.

The differences

between the routines are confined to the code generated when
the routine body is com1•iled.
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(f)

l

I
I
I

Array Accessea nnd the Need for a Storage Node
Dijkstr~ (1976) has pointed out that an operation

such as making a selection from e.n array must be considered
as operating on the wb.ole arrn;y rather than just concerning
a single element.

This is important when we are considering

program proofs t;ts the result of the operation could be affected by the value of any part of the array.

In data flow we

have no option but to :Lnvolve the whole array value in the

t

process as we cannot tell in advance which element will be

f

used.

)

For array s·election we must produce a sub-gl·aph which

takes in all of the arra;r an<l gives on0 element. as the output:

SELECT

a,.-.- [ i.

J

The code generation templatP. for array selection in normal
et.atements operates in exactly this way as shown below:

G&Lbsc..-ip~

e.,:press iol\

DUP

PIT

I
l

i
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The Proliferate nod~ m~kes a copy of the token

I

'
l

.,...

i;
'

carrying the selector vaiue i for each elemen·t of the array.
Ea.ch token representine µn element of the arrny is duplicated

and the index of one copy.· is yielded and compared with the
selector value.

Aa a result a. set of tokerni will be sent

to the control input points of the PIT node.

Only the token

with 1 ts index equal- i;o the a elector will have a true vaJ.ue
and so only a single element of the array will be passed

through this node.

The 1,nde~ of this token is set to the

standard value of ze;r:-o since the selected value is to be an
ordinary scalar item.
The 'for all' sta..tement, however, µaa been provided
as ..a special faej.li ty to aid the construction of array i terns.
Th· following atat~ment in the modified v_ersion of the new
language:
vecsum ::;:: for 1 use veoa [

11 + vo.cb [

i] ~ ;

is logically equivalent to a aet of statements, one for each
e lemen-t of vecmun:

vecsu.m { lob] : =. veca [ lob J + vecb [ lob] ;
vec·sum [ hib] :=:; ve·ca [ h;ibJ

+ ve'cb [ hib J ;

Keeping strictly to the pr:l,.nciple expounded by Dijkstra we
would need to make a complete copy o f ~ and vecb for e~c}l
element of vecsum.

This would be unacceptably wasteful and

so we must fin~ an alternative method for array selection

- -In cases where the subscript expression is sufficient:

in for ?.11 statements.

simple, such. as tn the formation of vccsum above, it is

I '9

!M !.

liMll\)lfflfil

It .

I IHill Ill 1111111111•

an 1111 r
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possible to calculate exactly where the tokens representing
each element of an array will be used.

Each t)lement of

~

above, for example, is used in the formation of the element

of vecaun1 with the same subscript as the element of ~ ·
In the statement:

I

I
'I
i

the third element of J2 will 'be used to form each element of
~

so tokens with value

t

i
f

J

sent to the node r~preeenting ~•

must be proliferated and
All the oth~r elements of

£ must be discarded.
·Unfortunately the ~alcula.tion method discussed above

l

I

b [ 3

cannot be applied in iµl cases.

Consider the following state-

ment:

i
l
i

X

:= ~ i ~ y [ i*i) ~ ;

i

an element

Y[ j]

square, and

then it

tf and only if j is a perfect
:l.e used to form
x[ If].
Hence em-

~e used

ploying the calculation method for this statement would require us to evaluate a compli,cated square root fu•·,ction for
each element o:t the array.

]'or subscript expressions only

a little more com~lic~ted than this there is no analytic
reverse function and so the method cannot be adopted :for
general subscript expressions.

The problem can be solved by using nodes which act
like the storage _locations in a conventional machine ..

We

need the ability to access an element of an array more than
once as in the ~ta.tement specifying J!_given above.

The

desired effect might be achieved by usine one ou~put :from
. a node to 'rewrite• the value to tho node:

--- l

l
•.

I
If

If

Unfortunately two 'read' tokens mit.ht arrive before
the "·write' tolcen has regenerated thus brea1ting the execution
rules of the data flow machine and violating the principl~

th~t we wjsh to produce safe program graphs.

To overcome

this prnhlem we use a node in which the rend signal acts

I
I

i

non-destructively so that there is no regeneration period.

I

The written token is not consumed when a read token arrives.

f

........

........

I
I

The index of the output token is set to 1;he value of the read
signal which ensures determinacy after values leave the node.

I

t
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l
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Figure

5.12

t

.!l.'wo problems remain;

what happens if read tokens

arrive before the write token, and what can we do to dispose of the value when the last read has occurred?
The Manchester architecture is arranged so that any
read token which finds the SVX node empty is passed round
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to the result gueue and is not placed in the matc~ing store.
Hence, when a read token arrives before a write token haa
been placed in the matching store, the re·ad token is sent
round through the result queue again and' by the time it is
considered again by the controller a write token may have
arrived.

There is also a special value type called 'null'

which can be sent to the write input of a SVX node and will
expel any token held in the matching store;

When the token

value has been used f'or the lai:,t time we •write' e. nul.l value

to the node and the token is cleared.out of the matohing store.
The example code given below oou1d be used to imple-.
· ment the example given above:

I,

..

,·

. i:,<' ':

;

'l'he store node is o:nly'µsed in the for·a.11 statement
which is a.1ways used ~o set up

em

array.

We know tha.t tbe

,..

etorf)d µray token4;1 c@ be dispensed with when the whole
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target nrray hn.f:; ~een produced.

For this purpose a macro

node called •collect' hns been designed.

This node receives

the clements of a.n array uhich has known lo1·1er and upper
bounds nnd nutputs a token when all the elements of the array
have been collected.

I

The token is used to generate a null

value which is then proliferated and uoed to clear the SVX
node.

j

The· 'variable index' function of thl SVX was provided
becau8e it makes for a very simple impler.rnntntion of array

selections within 'for all' statements.

All the tokens in-

volved in the· computation of the elements of the target array
with subscript i will have a tac; index value of i and hence
will not be confused with tokens uoed to compute other elements of the array.

One graph can be

the elements of the array.

U$0d

to compute all

Special meaaures must be taken

when the computation.of an element involves an array selection.

Consider the typical example:

l
I

where

j

putation must take element bj which will be a. token with

j

.t

is a function of

!•

The graph to perform this com-

l

index _j_ and produce a. token with the same value and index

f

1•

l

compute the function j.

I

'

The code generated by the compiler includC>s a graph to
For an index value

produce a token with value j(i) and index i.

i

the graph will
A simple graph

is used to produce a to1cen with those value and index fielda
interchanged:
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j

i•" ;

DUP

The resulting token is then sent to the read input of the
SVX node which produces a token with the required index of

!• The token presented to the SVX node must have index
equal to j in

I

order to match the correct token from the

array being selected.

svx
The token produced by the SVX node has the required index

! to match the

other tokens in the computation for the i th

e1ement of the target array.
The graphs produced will be safe as there will ba

only one token produced by the SVX with a. given index~

It

will be seen that more than one token ~1th a given index
may be sent as a read token to a.n SVX node.

However, the

SVX node is a on~ input node in the sense that only one
'\token need arrive be:fore it ls able to fire.

Hence th~re

1 s no danger of the execution rul·ee being broken.

The storage node does not fit very well into the
model of data flow computing which has been discussed in

· -~ .rif .:_. ·
.: ....

.
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earlier sections.

It introducen something of a hybrid

notion containing sorne elements of the concept of fixed
storage as understood by conventional computer designs.
The SVX node does cope well with the problem it was designed to solve but it may be that a better-solution can be
found.

Code for many 'for all' statements can be ~ompiled

using the calculation

method and it may be that the excep~

tiona are so few that it would not matter if a whole copy of
a.n array was produced for each element of the target arra;y.
A final problem with the !Qz:

ill

of how to represent the control variable.

statement is that
If we have a

statement:

then it is clear that a[i] has index
data item

1

i

and value

i•

~he

is effectively the sequence of values:

{lobi»plob' ••• 'hibix=hibl
i

We use the speoial macro node 'Proliferate' to produce this

set of val.uea.

The trigger value is proliferated with the

required range of index values and then the resulting tokens
are directed to a YIX node.
~he following code is generated for the above
statement:
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YIX
i

I

t

l

cu

The va'Jues represented by the control variable also assume
the role of trigger within the i.Q.!: all statement.
Using the code templates suggested, the comp11tationa
of the different elements of the target array are kept distinct by the use of the index field of the tag.

A safe

program is ensured because each value used in the evaluation
of a given elemen·t will have the same tag index.

gives some of the code templates used in the

ment.

ill

m

state-

It includes those for producing a constant, a simple

item, and for selecting an element of an array.

shows how these are used i~ the cod~

--

Figure 5e 15

for all statement.

Jligu.re 5., 16

generation for a aimple
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••~or

..,U"

s.f.,.J;:,-.J

rt½ge.-

GEN

array selection:

su.b,c.-i

pl-

ex rr~ss i O

I'\

DUP

svx

it
iI

Figure

5 .15

.1 for all'· statement Code Ter.pJ.R.te~
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a:= for i use b(3] £!!,£;

I
•

.Q.;

Figure 5.16

Unfortunately, if function calls are allowed in

f

f.2l: all statements then the simple policy o:f separating

f!

different computations by the use of the index field wil1

~

not uork and so the current implementation does not allow

!·

f

'

functions to be called within this type of statement.

A

data flow machine can support this langunge feature as ie
discussed in section 5.3.
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(g)

Representation of I/0 Streams
At preae~t the Manchester machine does not~have well

developed methods for input and output.

Input values are

simply loaded into the result nuaue before the program is
started.

Tokens produced by a node are sent to an output

9.ueue if their destination address has a negative node
number.
A simple scheme was needed in order to implement

input and output for programs in the new language.

It was

decided to allow the programmer to specify a number of input
and output

files.

Values to be written out wouJ.d be given

consecutive indices starting at zero and the appropriate
tokens would be

sent to a negative node address.

The com-

piler would provide information to the uaer to indic~te which

I

I

address would represent which fil9•
For input the tokens carrying• values for a given file
would be placed

in the result queue with consecutive indices

and would be directed to s Generate, Variable Destina1;ion
(GVD) node.

The read routine would cause an address value

to be sent to this npde, with the appropriate index, in order
to pick up the value and send a token to ·the appropriate node.
Both input and output :files
node.

'1Se

a special counter

The ()Ounter is a GVD node which is initially primed

with a value of zero,

When an input or output function is

initiated, the appropriate counter is read by directing an
address to it.

For output processing the counter value is

used to construct the in.dices which will be set in the tokens
to be output.

The counter is used by the read function to

set the indices on the address values used.

The input or

output function wilJ then reset the counter to indicate the

123

new current position in the atreum by directinB n token to
-the counter node.

1'"'igures 5 .17 and 5. 18 illuctrate the: cod~

templates in symbolic form.
It is possible for the

rule of determinate execu-

tion to be broken by the counter nodes if a programmer doea
not keep to the aequencing·rulea for the read and write functions.

For instance, if two write statements had ,k~~ ae-

quencing values then both could try to read the counter
value for the file at the same time.

If another write func-

tion was currently in progress then the program would fail
as two tokens having identical tags would arrive at the

Bal'.De

node input point.

statement do violate the rule that tokens should have

The counter :riodea and the SVX nodfJs used in the for

.§-11

distinct tags which is aimed for in the rest of the generated

code.

However, correctly written programs in the new lang-

uage will execute in a determinate fashion.
The counter tokens onould be the

only tokens left

in the matching store when a progra.m terminates.

The code templates which were used work on the assumption that the routine using the rend and write functions will
have a procedure number and iteration level of zero.

Hence

the present implementation restrictd the use of the read and
write functions to the main r,:-ogram block.
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(h)

1mplemcntation of the Macro Nodes:

lntroduction of

a new Atomic Node

During code generation use is made of two macro
nodes called Eroliferate and collect.

Both of these perform

a special function and they have been represented as single

~odes in t'he code examples which were given in this chapter.
In practice they are implemented using the normal .atomic
nodes provided by the Manchester machine.

The macro nodes are associated with array manipulation and are used essentially when we wish to produce some
token for each element of the array.

The task was mad.e mueh

easier by the fact that.arrays have fixed bounds in the new
language.

I
1"

i
!

Proliferate, for example,

talcer-:i

a single token as

input and produces a set of output tokens

ivali:x=loi:11....

,

valix=high}

where ~ow and high are frequently the bo~nds

of an array.

Val might be a procedure number in wh:!.ch case

the following code would change the procedure number o:f all

,--·-

I

the elements of an array:

. '

S PI
c.n- .

• · f" '"' f l'lo

The set of values could be produced in

any

they wouJ.d all be produce<i concurrently.
are prod1.,,.;ed by using a small loop:

order and ideaJ.ly

In practice they

I

~rflll:B'~~lfflli9Rtlllli2::Zf:WW11r,t:au• □
I
1.
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(

I

I

SI)(
l..w

YIX

Figure 5.12
Initially the index of the incoming data item is set to the
I

lower bound value.

The right-hand arm of the loop ccnnparea

the index with the higher bound and, as long as it

1110t

- greater than that value, the i tern is sent to the ou:tput point"

The index of the value is then increased by one and
ceaa is repeated by sending copies of the new value

prothe

start of the loop.
The Collect unit has a comparable etructure;5

both

units involve the basic mechanism of increasing the index
by

one and testing it against some,upper value.
These units are used frequently within the code pro-

duced for a program u~ing arrays and
is important.

efficiency in this area

It will be noticed that it will take at least

five instruction tir.ies to produce each output of the Prolif-

erate node;

the longest pa.th includes the nodes '\. YIX,CGR,
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PIF,ADD,BIX]

The general strategy with code generation

was to use the most simple nodes but in this case the common
use of n function involving incrementing and testing the
index suggested the value of designing a new node to increase
execution speed.

The node was named Test and Increment Index

(TIX):

vo..l

TIX
I

If the integer value on the control arc is strictly
greater than the index of the index of the data item then

the value is passed through with its index incremented by
one.
Using the TIX node, Proliferate becomes a two no·1 e
unit:

Figure 5.20
The index of the value is set to the lower bound and that
value is directed to the output point.
sent to the TIX node.

The value is also·

The TIX node will increment the index

and output the new value.

A copy of the value is sent back

to the TIX node so the process is ~epeated until it has
produced a token with an index equal to the·higher bound.
The control value is now equal to the index so no further

f
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1

I
t

output value is produced.
The new design requires fewer nodes than the previous unit, but more significantly the new unit has a cycle
time of just one instruction period;

once started it will

produce one new value each instruction cycl~.
Array selections within the 'for all' statement
require the production of the set of values

~he desired effect can be achieved by applying the Prolifera~e function to some triggering value and then yielding

l
I

the index of the resulting tokens:

l

l

!
I

YIX

i
'

l

\

The Collect unit involves a rather more subtle
of the TIX node:

PIT

u~~
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The incominG values of the array are used to generate thP.
appropriate control values used by the TIX node.

The trio[·,4'r

value initially sends a tola::en to the TIX node with nn inde.'t
equal to the lower bound.

When tho first element of the

array arrives it produces a token with that index and so
the TIX node will fire and produce a new

token with a.n

in-

cremented. index which will match the token repre11enting the

next element of the array when it arrives (if it has not
done so already).
The index of each output of the TIX node is tested
to see if 1 t -is equal to the higher bound.

Equality will

occur when the penultimate element of the array has arrived.
When the final value of.the array arrives the TIX node will
fire but produce no output.

However, the previous comparison

will have placed a token with value true.on the control iQput

of the PIT node and the token generated

by

the other output

f

of the GEN node will be passed through to the output point,

having its index set to zero on the way.
.\

The TIX node allows both macro functions to be
provided using v~ry small numbers of nodes and with cycle
times of one instruction period.

There are obvious parallels

between this node and the test and.increment (or decrement)
instructions provided for loop control in many conventional
computer instruction

I

i
j

sets.
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5.3

F11turc Developments

( a)

Rrn:iovn.J. of Implementation H:: ntrictions

With a certain amount of effort.it is possible to
remove the restrictions on the language which were imposed
for this implementation.

The main restrictiono were that

input and output operations could only be performed within
the main program block and that no function calls could be
performed j_n for all statements.
Write function
With the read and write functions the problem was
that the code templates proposed assume that all the associated tokens will have a procedure identifier and iteration
level of zero.

The trigger value which reud8 the counter

~alue must have an index of ~ero.
For the write function we must adjust the procedure
number and iteration

level before the counter is read, and

restore the old values later {Figure 5. 22).

Also, as i;hown

in Figure 5.23, the items to be w.ritton should be given a
procedure identifier and iteration level of zero:

f

i

r

'

f
I!

'

!

SIX

SIX

1

becocr"s:

Figure 5.23
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Fir;nrc 5.22

Improved I/0 Code G0neration

PIT
..AN-

,

___

..,

'----- _____ .,I
I

DUP

,,

becomes:

.,.

~EN
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None of these changes 'will break the determinacy
constraint as long as the write function is used properly
because the boolean triggering value cannot be sent until
all the intermediate tokens have been consumed.

Note that

the node producing the output synchronising token has been

relocated in order to ensure pro3ram safety.
fiead function

The read function presents a few more problems because all the data items must be picked up with procedure
identifier and iteration level of zero.

The code to read

the counter value can be just th"! same as for the write
function but we must also follow the same procedure of removing and restoring the tagfields for the data items.
Figure 5. 24 shows the code used to read a

E.!

i.mple data i tern.

5 I)(
o..ol..-

i.. rJ,

.,t-~:-_"!_ .... - - - • ,

1---·
GVD '.

... ,..J. .~ .......... :

becomes:

r---------"I

·---:
: GV D

:---11.~ - - -

I

Y PI
SI I..

¢

Ficure 5.24
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J
!
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The diffi. cul ty with procedure calls in a for aJ_.'.1,

I
l

I

statement is that the approach adopted for these statements

uses the index field to separate the computations of the
different elements of the array.

Hence, if each element of

the array requires the evaluation of a function which has an
a:rray as a parameter then there will be a conflict between

different uses of the index field of ~he tae;.

An alternative

approach is to. treat the calculation of each element of the
target array as a function call with the control variable as
a parameter: -

To implement this scheme we will produce a separate procedure

number for each element of the array and when we have evaluated the correct result for the particular value of the control
If

variable we will unite the correct index value with the token:

GPN
(_ YPI
SP I

,
.....
£•ih-:."A

~ .. ~..., ~
--..,~- -

pi ~np110, i~=p!
I
':/:?-'::,,,'~-

v ..

l

~he internal tri~~cr a6ts as the normal trigger for
th

code in the statement.

The tricger has a value

nal to

thd o1d procedure number because tt is u2cd to access vn.riabl,

'D.:S

shown in Fi.gure 5,26:

'."'1-

ri~-.bi(l'
)

.A p::r·olif e:i:."'ate node would be needed if we wished 'i;,o

(

) node operates like the SVX node but the
of the item aceessed will be changed ra"th,:;x.'

t the proposed division of the

1.££ gi.1! f'ea

:tu the current section would be able to form the

In tbe preceding section we have considered waya in
the for

~11

statement can be rnnde completely geneYal.

ncreaaing generality we also find that the code increases
t:x.1.ty.

Hor most purposes we do not need the full

I

l
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i

l

'
!
l

!

genorality and the mechmlisms d0ncri.bed will be very in-

effici6nt when it comes to gencrutine code for simple
examples of the statement.

The reader ce.n con.firm the i;ruth

I

of thiu nflsertion by comparing the code generated by the code

I

templates with that produced if thn ougeestions in the last

l

aection were followed for a statement ouch ns:

1
l

One of the main reasons for providine the .f.2l: Q1! statement

1

was to allow an arra.y of values to bo defined using a recur-

I

l

i

i
l

rence equation.

An example is the equation for Fibt>:na(:ci

numbers:

;

!

f.l. = i

'i

lI

:( i =

o, 1)

J

!
I

Ignoring th~ end conditions we can represent an algorithm
to compute Fibonacci numbers by

the following statemen:'c;

fib:= f.91:.i use fib[1-1J+ fib[i-2} £..!!Q.;
The general mechanisms proposed in this chapter require that

the whole of the array be st0r0~i twice and accessed
appropriate.

In this case, however, we observe that each

value produced will be used in the construction of the next
two values in the sequence.

Hence the code shown in Figure

5&27 can f rm the basis of a graph to perform the computation:
0

1;7

Figure 5.27
ill the evidence gathered so far Fmggests

such

statements involving very simple subscript calcula

form

the vast majority of the likely uses of the f..crr.

ement.

!!.!I;

It would seem sensible if the compiler wo.s designed to spot
such cases and to compile better code.

Alternativelyp as

suggested earlier, a form of the statement could 'kH:J :provided
which:would not allow fully general expressions to be used
so that the inefficient methods would not be requirede
In order to produce better code we are faced with
the task of calculating inverse mappings for various functions;
i,f we code:

a[ i) : = b[ j ]

where .1 is a function of i, then for a given element of~ we
wish to know· the value ( or values) of i for which b[_jJ is

,...,_.--------------------------·-·•-····-···
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We can calculate these valuos analytically for a

required.

number of sirnpl.e expressions invoJ.vlng ,!:

btk) is required_for the formation of each element
of a. The otl:er element::. of b arc not uoed.

-

-

,

j= k+i

kLU

is used to form

j= k-i

llil

ia uucd to form e[k-j].

If

.0J..i=1£l..

Ci ~ k_)

is zero then b [j] iG used t<.,, fo~'l'.il
<!.. [ j/k). Otherwise the elemmt is not used

In all the cases above the item ls, ie any exprE:E:sion not depend:i.ng

on

i,

the control variable.
constant.

It can be considered

figµre 2.28
The reverse mappings can be computed for more complux expressions_but a line must be drawn somewhere.

I wo·nld propose

extending the compiler to recognise constant subscr:t1Yt expressions

and simple sums involving the control variable bur'°!,

nothing more complicated such as p:roducts.

With th:Ls Bimple

modification the compiler could produce hiehly effic!ient code

in most cases.
(c)

Some Simnle Optimisations

The code generated by the code templates described
above is often very inefficient but has the potentiHl for being
optimised in many simple ways.

As a result while the code is·

easy to debug and useful diaenostic information can be provided
by

the conn:')iler, a number of unnecessary nodes a.re lntroduced
'

.,...,,,.,hr.,,.. rd' P1

C-'!mentarv but nrof'i table

optimiantions are d1scussed b~low~

Elimination of Unnecessaa._DUP node 2
The otrategy employed for the.representation of
data items often leads· to graphs containine DUPlicate nodes
with only one output.

In most caocs these can be eafely

eliminated:

ct>
:Both outputs from a node (with the exception of the Bl-1Ancb.
node) carry identical tokens.

Hence we can alwa.ys

the

r

following replacement:

ct>

DUP
Removin~ Unproductive nodef!

Some tokens are never used for e.ny purp1,,

An

b"

exa~ple would be t.he final synchronisation output

of read· statements.

The out.put of these nodes is

chain
fl~:m."1,

to a

KIL node which (3imply consume~ the token giving n.o f1:,.x•ther

output ..

lilodes which send their results to a KIL

eliminated and arcs directing to.kens to their input poi.nts
can be removed.

It is possible that the removal

will leave other nodes with no outputs.

'It is nEH'.H:ssa:ry that

the macro unit with no outputs in use can be removod
entirety.

If a Proliferate node is not considered

way then· the backtrackil18 method would only reduce :l. i;

the following:

e arcs
its
·{;his
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As a result of other optimisations, or a badly written program
in which a declared item is never assigned a value, a node may

not have any input arcs and can be removed from the grapho
AbsorEtion of Constant~
When a constant is generated and

sent tc s. ·t-i:,yo

input node it is possible to absorb the constant into

node;

_ _ _11_.,.r 19'3 e,,.

Pre-calculation of Values
Any node with two li.nputs which are effecti'\Y ~1y
1

constant can be simplified:

AOt>

4
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Some nodes can be eliminated:

~limination of Common Subexpressions
~he following changes can be m~de:

And:

\
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l:
]2~lancing Trees
When a result is used in many places a tree of
DUP nodes will be used to distribute the resuJ.t tokens.

The

current compiler usually produces a highly unbalanced tree
and hence unnecessary delays may be introduced:

OUP
I
{

~/ds issue ie not as clear cut as it might appear

as the patl lengths of other part13 of the program graph may
make it mo:e important that certain copies of the value arrive
quickly..

·en addition, it is sometimes more efficient with a

cheap

tion to reorganise the duplication:

:fu1L

-----?------------------~.

1r~.~,il'l fM'fl!l l 1il l lflil■·-■■l
l l l !l t: e r l l f l---■■11 71 !1.
!

1 4,·

I

I

I,

It is possible to do many of these optimisations

I

by

re-processing the code after it has been produced by the

compiler.

However, it can be seen that a number of the opti-

misations rely on inside information concerning the function
of gates and triggers.
productive

Hence it seems likely that the most

approach would be to incorporate optimisation

within the compiler, or at least design the optimisation phase
so that it works in cooperation with the compilation process •

•
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Chapter 6.

Imnlementntion, Tenting and Evn.luntiqn

A large part of the objective of the project was
the production of a working compiler for n high level language to work on the Manchester Data Flow machine.

Much of

the total effort involved in the project went into the construction of the compiler which, in ite final form, was a
program of considerable size and complexity.
The design of the comp~ler followed well known principles and although a great deal. of '1seful experienc;e was
gained in the productivn of the program there would be little
value in giving a detailed acc·ount of its development.

Conae-

qnentJ.y this chapter discusses the compiler only in outline.
Development of the full compiler•took place in etagea;
initially the compiler could not aupport functions, iterations,

--

or for all statements and these features were later introd~ced

one by one.

.

Thia strategy would have ena.l,led the acope of

the compiJ.er to be restricted if time had been short@

An

added advantage of this approach was that the compiler wae
tested at several atagea in its development.
Evaluation of a compiler is a major ·task in 1ts elf

and only some preliminary observations have been included in
this dissertation •. It·is to be hoped that the compiler will
be used further to investigate how sucesafully a data flow
machine could f~nction as a general purpose computer.
6 ·.o 1

The ProRTam Structure of the Compiler

( a)

Choic.e of a Source Lan~une;e

The compiler was· written in a modified form of
PASCAL to run on the Cyber 72 corn11uter a.t the University

w

:nnr ; .
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o:f Manchester Regional Computer Centre.

The program wh1.ch

aimulates·the function of the Manchester Dnta Flow machine

wa.a written by John Gurd and a.lao executes on the Cyber '72.

PASCAL (Wirth 1971) was used because the author was
very familiar with the laneuage and because it is very suitable for compiler writing.

I believe that PASCAL is one of

the beot computer languages designed to date, providing some
very powerful features while achieving fast compilation and
execution speeds.
A modified form of PASCAL was used because of t·be
at.tractivcness of some of the S-Jntactic forms used iri Algol
68.

In PASCAL the conditional statement haR the form;
,!! {condition)• then (statement)

~

(statement)

On1y a. single statement is allowed aftar·the~ or else

symbol.

In Algol 68 the form is as follows:

-

if (cowJition) then {statement list) eloe (statement list) .......
fi

~

.

Whatever one may think of the aymbo1

fi, the latter struc-

ture has the advantage that there is no rieed for begin and

!Ull! symbols to bracket lists of o+atements and there is a
greater symmetry due to the matchi.ng of delimiters ..

In

addition, there :i.a no ambiguity when nested conditional ,.

statements are used.

ag_

a n d ~ to end

Algol 68 a.loo uses. matching delimiters

A2 and ca.s~ statements respectively.

ill these features ca.n be added to PASCAL without
changing the complexity of the l?ASCAL compiler ..

After a

little thought :J:t was realised that correct. PASCAL can bfi
prodirncd from constructs in this form by certain direct

charo.'oter replacements.

The · Rd:i. ting program on the Cyber
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has facilities which enabled it to be used as a pre-processor
to modify the source text of the compiler for the new language
before it was processed by the true PASCAL compiler~

The

ability to store a sequence of Job Control statements in a
file enabled the complete operation to be transparent to the

user. No problems were encountered with this system and it
allc:>wed a more readable and structured source program to bs

written.
The text transformations are shown in Figure 6&1
below:

Modified PASCAL
Conditional
Statement

True PASCAL

if

if

then

then begin

elif

end elac if

else

end else begin

fi

end

do

do begin

od

end

case

case

esac

end

do clause

case statement

ligure 6.1

As an example the two versions of a complicated conditional
statement are given below:·
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Modified PASCAL

True PASCAL

if b1

if

then

~

-if

b1

Eer;in

if

b2

b2

then s1

-then

else s2

~ ~

fi

end

beP-in s1

g

bcr;in s2

~ b3

end else

b3

ih.911 s3; s4
fi•
_,

then pe~in s3; s4

_,
end•

Figure 6.2

The new version in Fig. 6.2 is correct PASCALe
It contains a few spurious begin rmd end symbols but these
should not affect the code produced by the PASCAL compiler.,

(b) J?arsinr; Methods Used

PASCAL is particularly well suited to the top-down
recursive descent method of parsinig; indeed the 1anguage was
designed with this in mind (see Wirth 1976).

The syntax

is such that the correct parse can be determined by exru:rl1ning

only a single symbol beyond the current position in the input

stream and so the whole of a PASCAL compiler can operate in
a single pass.

Also as no backtracking is ever necessary

i!. is possible for the compiled code to be produced as the

source procru.m is parsed.

The new lnnguaee was designed with

these features of PASCAL in.mind nnd it would have been
possible to adopt the same approach for the new compiler,,
.,._

+l,.,,.,.

,.,.,.,.,,,.,..,1-. ; +. w.Rs

a ~icled thnt ~-t would be best to separate
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parsing and code generation a:s' much as possible so that
modifications to the code g:eneration routines would be
a imple to make.

The compilor builds up a record si;r·u.ct11re

representine; the form of a statement before generating code
for the co~plete statement.

However, in common with PASCAL,

the basic construction of the compiler consists of a set of
recursively. called procedures echoing the structure of ·bhe

syntax charts given in Appendix I.

§~2

Program Routines and Data Structures

( a)

InterI1;al Representation of a Prop:ram in the new· ,!!fll}gµnge
The compiler maintains a number of symbol tables for

the program which i·s being processed.

Each symbol table . ia

organised as a binary tree arranged alphabetically according

to the names of the symbols represented.
A Global symbol table holds informati-on which ia of

relsvanca to all subroutines of the progrcm.

It mainta:lns

the names and values of any constants declared and the names
of declared types and their fields.

An entry exists for each

subroutine in the program and includes a pointer to a Local
ffymbol table for that routine.
A Local table exists for the main program and for
each routine, allowing the same identifier to be used for

different

purposes in· different routines.

The Local table

holds the na.mes of all the data i terns declared in the rou•tine
and the names of the fields of any record types declared instream.

At present the symbol table for the main program

holds the names of input and

output streams

although

this would require alteration if read and write functiona
were permitted in auoroutines.
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.

The lowest level syntac-tic routine is called
J;n_sY]}bo3:_ and has the role of reading in the next symbol

of the input program, where a symbol ia the smallest meaningful unit of program texte

For example the reserved

words are symbols, as ar~ complete identifiers, multicharacter operators such as'MOD' or':=•, and single cha:racters
such as•;•.

The Reserved words, such as ~rogram. a n d ~ -

tion, a.re held in the Global symbol table.

If !ns..,.y~po];

locates an identifier it checks the Global table to see
~he name appears as a

it

reserved word.

Most items h~ve a

type associated with them and a

special structure exists for representing these typea~

A

single entry is sufficient for simple integer and boolean
types, and for arrays of these, but for record types i::he

structure of the representation is made ·to reflect ·the record description.

Type comparisons are done by a routine

which checks such record descriptions field by fieldw
A record structure is built up aa a ata.teme1rt is
compiled.

Each

syntactic routine returns a pointer to a

structure representing th•~! subexpression it has parsed ..

The records can take on different forms according to the
sort of expression to be represented.
a number of·the records.

Figure 6.3 illustrates
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g

tJ then diff eluc -diff fi

cliff)=

condi lion

then expr

else expr

'

i
J

'

left expr

1

operation
,-.&ghTE:

l
'

-

operand

'

.

rit:ht expr

- - -· .. -Gii]

!

'
~It

operand

- - -- ---~

'

.

'

left e.xpr

t

operation

~

i

operand

--- - ~

right expr
I

.

'1

.

constfint

¢

pointer to ,mother expression record

pointer to a symbol table entry
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{b)

R~PT.£§£-ntation of the D~ta Flow Code

Aa the statement of a sinele assignment program
can be written in any desired order, it is not always possible to write out sections of the compiled code ae we proceed,

but instead it is preferable to build up a represAn-

tation of the complete program graph.

The code ia :finally

generated from this repreoentation when the complete souroe
program has been processed.

The record otructure correspon-

ding to the program graph consists
of the graph.

of a record for each node

Each node record has an entry giving a ·unique

node number, an operation code, the number of inputs for the
node to fire, an entry for a literal value, and two pointer~
to other node records.

Two main routines are used in the

construction of the graph:

the first, ne't'moder.ec, eerts up

a new node record and the second, addr.ef, establishes a link
between two existing nodes.

To allocate a new node, nelmodere

must be provided with the operation code, the number of inputs
required by the node, and the vaJ.ue of any literal to be used ..
Both pointers would be aet to nil.

For example, the node:

.....
would become:
n

ADD

l

0

node m.u:nl,cr

literal

operation

inputs-

---...:::.....-addresses
outputs

-

.J
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i

l

l

ADD

JO

I

1
l

3

l

~

lJ

after addref(l!.,jl the above structure becomes the following:

l

10

null

Figure 6.4

•
r·i
;

!

,--i

-

,··=

1:
1:
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I
I

When two nodes are lihlced by addref the appropriate

J

output point of the origin node ia set to point to the destination node.

of the .or1gin node will be incremented by one.

NIii"''~

If both o-:

the output points of the node are in use then the routine
wtll inser·t the necessary DUPlicate node into the graph ..
The diagram below shows i;he state of a graph before and
after a call addref(a,d). (Figure 6.4).
The graph representation is produced by routines

i--~-

-

The field representing the number of outputs

which work through the expression structure illustra~ed·by
Figure 6. 3.

·codeexp;:, the routine for encoding an expression,

takes four parameters:

*
*

A pointer to the expression structure to be pr<1cesseci.

A pointer to the gating aignal applying to the
expression.

*

A po:finter to the destination node for the output
arc of the sub-graph which will evaluate the expression

*

The side of.the destination node to whfch the arc will
be directed.

The routine. works recursive.Ly.

When, for inr~tance, the

.r· outine is called to process the tree representing ( x + y / x)

-

it will produce an add node, dir.ec·tine its output to the place
specified by the last two parametere of the call, and will

then call itself recursively on the expresriions ·,! and

1.l2i

directing their results to the app~opriate sides of the add
node planted earlier.

The coda for the expression used in

Figure 6.3 is given in the 111.ustr.ation below.

-

The dashed

lines enclose the code produced by successive c.alle of the

rout.ine:
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r -- - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - I

•

diff:.,,..---

DUP

''

________ J

'i
'------______ .., ______ ,,.;'
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,€.3

Te_§_ting the ComJ2iler

'

A number of simple proBrams were ·wri

the

e1:1

now language to test the various features provid

The

code generated :for these programs was corefully checked.
against the code templates which had been develvpf~d

...

In

®

addition the code was tested on the data flow sinn:tlator
to make sure that the code templates produced the i~he ex-

pected results.

...

As present there are no kno,n1 er~ora in

the compiler although the timescale of the proj
vented any extensive and methodical testing

The program
was written in a highly structured mc.u,xw:,H:n:-- and

-

the evidence so far is that any errors which become a1')parent
are very easy to locate.
During program development a number of rot1t:lnes
were written to

print out the oontent,n of the va:K.•:toua data

-

structures produced during execution of the cor.

.

-

these aids to program debugging are never call~d

the working

compilers the routines remain in the program

Although

it would

be a simple matter to trace crucial aectjona of

compiler.

In addition to the debugging routines the fi.qrmbol

en-

table information produced by normal compiler

ables the compiled code to be interpreted without dl:f.ficulty.
'""'

.§.4

Evaluation

There are a host of criteria by which the new lang.....

....

uage and i ·ts compiler may be evaluated:

How ea.ai1JJ may a

given computation be expressed in the language?
,...::.

the language suited to the Manchester Data ~~low OOlrr(puter?
,,.

How efficient is the code produced by the comp11€r&.•?

on.

No measure of performance hns

any valu:a

Ji.nd so
s

it
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allows a comparison to be ma.de between the current work
and some previous investigation.

Unfortunately

been little research either into single assignment J.anguage5
o~ into data flow computer desi~n, making it d

assess the present work

6

to

As a reeul t the commentt.'l below t;:tre

mainly of a subjective nature.
( a)

.The gxpressi ve Power of the Lpnfl;}l;ag~ .
The features provided by the new la.nguat3:e seem to

compare well with those provided by previous sin.gl
ment laneuagea..

data types.

t:➔J:'lsign.

The language provides a floxi ble ratlge o;f

The informal Fecord feature allows

ions

to be called in a simple manner and enables the ·vaJ:ues of
record items to be opecified easily.
As a general test of the language an attem:~rc w·as
made to ·write programs in the language to perform

variety

of to.sks:

*

Sorting.
sort

n

A simple sort program was written whic

could

numbers in order ,n instruction times i, :f utS':ficient

processing power were a~ailable.

*

Prime Numberso

Generation of prime numbers

method was easily performed by a program ·wr:tt·t;eJr;

the

laneuage.

*

Laplace's Equation.

A program was written to

approximate solution :for a system obeying Laplate
Eqitation using a

*

1

~

two-dimensional grid repreaente,t;ion.,

Integer Square Roots..

The program used to i.11

this dissort~tion was tostcd.
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It was found to be easy to program these and other simpler
computations using the new langu.aGe.

Some of the code gen-

erated 11y the example programs could be much improved if

--

the compiler could recognise special cases of the for nll
statement •
.( b)

Comparison with Hand Coded Prop.;rams

A number of algorithms bave been expressed by pro~
grams wri·tten in the machine code of the data flow computer.
Programs in the new language using the ~rune algorithnla were
written and compared with the hand coded versions ..

.

A careful

study was made of the different versions of the code for four
algorithms which varied-both in size and in the nature of
their computations.

A number of comparisons can be made

between the two versions.

One measure of the success of the compiler is the
relative size of the bode produced compared with that for
The indication for the sample taken

the hand coded version.

was that oode generated by the compiler required about four
times

as

many nodes as the hand code.

It should be borne

in mind that even a very simple optimisation program could
reduce the size of the compiled graphs and increase their
execution speeds.

An estimate of the consequent reduction

of graph size based on some simple observations ie that a
saving c,f between 20% and 30fo in the numller of nodes could
be expected.

The change in processing speed is more diffi-

cult to assess.
There are a number oi extra nodes in the compiler·
code associated with the ----,
re~d and '\'Tl'J.te functions,.
.

The

overhead introduced by these nodes is much mo:i.'e significant
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for small programs .

.Fu.rthe~more, the hand code can make

use of some of the special nodes provided by the instruction
set.

These nodes, such as the index manipulation instruc-

tions, were not used by the compiler.
When a conventional computer processes a computation
the time taken and the processing power used a,re in direct
·porportion since only one instruction can be processed at a
'

time.

This relationship need not hold for a dat~ flow machp

ine because an algorithm exhibi ti~ considerab.Le paralle:l.iem
;

could keep a number of processing units occupied.

Comparisons

1
I

I
l
l

were made for two different versions of the Manche.ster Df:t,ta

Flow design.

One version had only a single processor and _

j

Il
l

hence the number of exe'cution steps - the time taken to process the problem - was directly related to the processi~
power consumed, as for the conventional machine.

The other

version provided more processors than would ever be required
eo that each node which was enabled could fire immediately.
A practical· design would sit somewhere between these two
extremes but research is still in progress to determine the
optimal number of processors.

The number chosen will depend

on the observed behaviour of the parallelism in programs
e:xecuting on the machine and hence compiler produced code

should be included in the program mix investigated.
The figures derived from, the four programs investigated indicate that the total processing po·wer consumed by
a compiled program is a little over three times that used
by the hand coded versions.

Hence a single processor ma.chine

would take about three times as long to execute the compiled
version.
The performance oi the tiro versions was somewhat
different when running' on a simulated machine with a large

.,,
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number of processors.

In the' latter case the

compiled

code tended to take only between one and two times as long,
and in one case the compiled code was quicker than the hand
coded version.
Comparing the results for the two extreme configurations of the Manchester design we see that the compiled

code exhibits more parallelism than the hand code.

Thus all

analysis of the compiled code performance suggests that more
processors shou1d be provided in the machine than would havo

been indicated by earlier resuJ.ts.
It should be noted that the simulators assumed that
the execution times of all the instruction nodes would be

the same.

It is J..ikely. that some instructions will be much

more expensive in terms of execution time than others,

O~

results will need to be reexamined if the mix of node types
in the compiled and hand written code is significantly
different •

.
.
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Cq~pter 7.

Conclusions

The project has achieved all its objectives:

A

new Single Assignment Language has been designed and a
working compiler generating corroct code for the Manchester
Data Flow computer is in existence.
A number of concluding remarks will be made conc~rning the language and the changes to the data flow machine

which accompanied its implementation.

A number of minor

modifications to the language have been sµggeeted in the
dissertation;

these

extra features will be mentioned aa

material for a natural extension to the project.

In addition

it is evident that some further evaluation of the language

and compiler would be beneficial.

It would be better if

others less familiar with data flow principles and aingleasaignment languages could assess the ease with which the
1anguage could be used.
The need for further worl~ on la:pguagea for data flow
machines has become apparent during th,: course of the p:roj ect
and some areas for future research will be outlined.

7 .1

Tho La.pgua;Be Design

Langµarie FlexibilitI
The language coptains some powerful programming constructions and allows. computations to be expressed with.ease.

It has a range of available data types which can be specified
by

the programmer and allows flexible subroutine calling and

file manipu1ation.

In particular the language contains a

featuro for expressing i tern ti ve computn:tionn and, aO was

discussod in Chapter 4, a datn item can be regnrded, not aa

a oingle vnlue, but as a sequence of values representing the
'history' of an item.

Uence iteration can be proµer1y inclu-

ded in a single assieruncnt lan~uaee.
The meaning of the stutoments in an iteration l!loclc
is not e.s clear as 1 t could be e.nd I would advocate the provision of a modifier .2lg to mnl"A explicit the different uae~

of the iteration variables.
Q..QQ_e Gcnerat:i.on

Although code generation for data flow machines if3

a new area of research, little difficulty was encountered in
I

f

l
Il

the conotruction of· code ter:iplutes.

gate tokens enable tbe provisio11 of all nec~ssary values i;nvolved in a computation while ensuring that no superfluous

tokens are generated.
Most

I
I

!

The use of triB 1q-er .EJ.nd

of

the interestinG problems in code generat:i.on

centred around e.rray mand.pul: t:ion and the code provided for
subroutine entry and exit purposes.

In·both cases a require-

ment ·was tha.t tokens on a given arc should maintain di,sttnc't
taes.

A pattern cmerecd from the·. code templates which waQ

that a new procedure identifier should be provided for a
token ,b 1--f'ore the other tae fields nre ma,r)ipulat.ed.
The restrictLins plac,::d on the u~e of the languEtge
by the current

conflicts.

implementation uere caus(}d by problems of tag

It would be desirable to ext.end the templates. to

allow the language to

be

used :ln_its full form.

A number of the lcs~ pleasing

CC''1e

templates are.

associated with ma.nipulation of array i toms.

In pa,rti.c\llar

it will be remembered that stol'age nodeu were provided for

·
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use with arrays.

It seems likely that ctoro.ge nodes are

neccosury for data flow computin~~, l)ut they should be uri~d
as little as possible because pro&r~m errorn associated with

them can lead to the result queue of the computer filJ'i.ng
with a Jot of unwanted tokens.

It rnay be that arrays do not

suit the data flow design very well and Weng (1975) for example, supports instead the use of sequences of items.

Modificntions to the Lnn_;'!uRge

The language would benefit from extensions to the
data types provided although the types currently available
are qld te sufficient connide-ring tltc investit;ative nature

of the project.

Real arithmetic and. multi-dimensional arrayo

wore mjosed when programs were bej_ng
guage.

written in the new lan-

More extensive changes might be needed if character

and string handling facilities were included.
As discussed.in Chapter 4, the for !!ll statement
could be changed to a for all expression as sho~ below:

ffil: ill

i ,!n

[ J. ow •• high]

£.9. a [ i J : .:

i' ( i) .Qi;

becomes

a:=~ i

~

f(i} end;

Al thour,h the code genera1;cd can bo much improved if the

expressions allowed in this statement nre restricted,. it ia
better if the full generality of the language is allowed.

However, the compiler could be modified to recognise ·the
f orrns trhich can be repreoented by silllplif ied code.

The iteration con~truct has some correspondence to
the

PASCAL

r0ne3.t. -~..i!l f.enture.

implement tho rcpAti t!on cons t,ruct

It would be useful to
dincus::rnd

in Chapter 4
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which j_n related to the for •• g_o feature of PASCAL.

The

usefuluoas of this ieature, which is a generalisation of
the for

ill

statement, became apparent when algorithms were

being expressed in the language.

Alternative ways of expres-

sing tho algorithms were av: ilable though they were not ae
satisfactory as the equivalent :r:.~..£1:ition would have been.

7.2

The Impact of the Project on the Man9hcster Data FlQ}!

Design:
New Nodes in the Instruction Set
The project represented the first examination of the
suitability of the l'-~a.nchef;3ter Data .r.'low Ill€1-Chine for e,-:ecut:1.ng

compiled code.

As might be expected, the instruction aet w~s

not found to be ideal for this purpose.

Indeed in the case

of the procedure call mechanism it was found that the inat~uction se·t could not provide the necessary facilities s

A nUtnber

of new nodes have been introduced into the instruction set

during the course of the project.

It was intended that the

noon.a introduced should be of a general nature and not deaisned to solve infrequen"· problems.

I

i
I

l

lI

The new Generate l'rocedure Number (Gl?N) and Generc-l.te,

Va.riaulc Destination (GVJ1) nodes, along with the existing

Set and Yield Procedure Identifier nodes allow a fully general procedure calling mechanism to be implemented.
The Storage node (SVX) involved changes to the basic
architecture of the machine design but seemed n<"cessary to
make .efficient array manipulation possible.

Thn Store,

Variable Procedure identifier (SVP) node would be required

if some of the proposed mod fications to the code templatea

were carried out.
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Array operntions wer·e also the cauoe of the design
of the Test and Increment Index (TIX) node which rnvolutionised tho implementation of macro-nodes for proliferating
and collecting values.
The code generated by the compiler should be examined
to see if there are further operations requiring severtl nodes

which occur frequently in program graphs.

One noticeabl~ sub-·

graph occurs for each procedure call:

Another common code segment occurs in the following form:

SP1

I

l

ed.
pi.,hpl\o,d;:,(J

I

.I
1

A similar structure exists fo.c the index tag field in some

J

.f.2.!: a11·statements.

l

graphs above is to swap round the ~alue of the token and

Tho overall function of the two sub-

1
f

the cont~cnts of one of_ 1 ts tag fields.

If a set of 'swap'

nodeo were provided then proeram graphs could be reduced to

simpler for.ms.
A Nm·r I•1gch.:~ne Dnsien

The Manchester deoign allows each node to produce one
or two outputs.

Analysis of the compil0d code produced for

the new language indicates that most items e..re either usecl
.j uat once or are duplicated and EJent to a number of destina-

t ions.

It seems that most nodes with two outputs are DUP

nodes.
The above observations suggest that it might be b~neficial to have two sorts of node:

The first type would be

normal nodes with one or two inputs, but always with just a
single output~

The second sort of node would be the dif:Jtri-

bution node which would havo a single input point but an
bitrary number of output arcs.

$.r-

Distribution nodes would

perform no processing beyond copyin~ the input token and
sending it to a variety of destinations.
The machine code .for the nc,1 da-t;a :flow deslgn ehoulcl

be more compact than tha._t for thG present architecture becaµEJe
only a single destination address is stored for each traditio-nal node.while the distribution nodoa need not store super ...
fluous literal val11 es or fnnction code informo.tion.
It will be nc• ... iced that tho branch node could not

be acc0Pmodated in this scheme. · However the BRA node can

ea.oily be constructed from simpler nodes (Figui:-e 7~1).
It would also be possible to implement the prolifer..ate function as a single node of the distribution type thus
increar.:ing the speed with which array operations could be
performed.
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DUP

D UP

BRA

=
PIF
F

,

T

Figure 7 .1

The Tolrnn Ta.~ Structure
The tN~ged token scheme used in the Manchester Data
Flow machine is both a great strength rn~rl a weakness.

The

to.gs allow much more parallelism to be Axploited than is
possible by a machine employing FIFO queues on input points

as does the NIT design.

However, the tags also increase the

width of the data highways used to tran::..:mi t tokens and incroa~e the size of the associative matching store.

It is

ideal j_f the number of' tag fielcls can be kept to a minimum.

In many ways the iteration level and procedure
:i.clentj_fier fields perform similnr funet.i ons;

they separate
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different vcrsiona of an 1tem on an arc while the 'ndex
separn-tco -values within a s_Lngle structured i tern.

The i ter-

ation level is useful because the simple operation of incrementing i to value enables items to be prepared for use in..a
new cycle of an iterative graph.

If the procedure identifier

field were u.sed instend then a new procedure number would

need to be acquired for each cycle of the itf:lration

Emd d:j,a-

tributcd to the various iteration variable nodes by DUP nodes.
Also, uhcn an iterative process is complct•·i the i tera·l;ion
level can be simply set to zero before the procedure is l~ft.

If a recursive implementation of an iterative process is
chosen then the completion of the proceas will lead to a
long series of function returns before the final values
become available.

However, if changes nuch as wore proposed

·in the last section were to take place then distribution of

new procedure number tolcenA would not be ,.n expensive operation and we could dispense w:i.th the 1 tcre.tion level field.

In order to achieve a quic~ exit from the iterativEt
graph we would carry round a token: with a value equnl to tbt1t
original external procedure number and would use a SPI node
to ret1.1rn from the routine.

A suitablr sc;ieme is shown in

Figure. 7. 2.
Natµrally a careful study would need to be made
before we could consider diflpcnsing wj_th the iteration
level field.
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complet:ion
condition

exto1·nal
proct·dure
mmber

old
iteration
variable

new
iteration

variabl.e

DUP

T

BRA
GPN
SPI

SP!

output val').e

lt'igure 7. 2

Implementing an Iteration Block using the

Procedure Identifier Teg Field
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7. 2

Ft~rther Worlt on Lflnm,,ages for Do.ta li'J.ow Machines

,Al tornAti.ve Data Flow,, Le..nguages
The language developed duritH th:J.s project ie suit"'"

able for expreasina acientifio computations but cannot be
used ·for tasks such as da·ta. proceus!i.ng.. A study of langua~ea
for data :flow machines would need to look into the·problemp

of providing data prooeal:\lix:i.g facilities, either

by designing

new lB.llguages or by extending a la.pguag, such as that descri.,;.

bed in this diosertatio~.
s:,.ngle Assi~nment langl,lages are not the only pQss:t,b,le
languages :foruse on data. flow machines.

In particular we.

.

might wish to implement some lang~ages which do not produce
det~rminate code.
08.l"eful ex~1nation is required to determine which

data structures are suitable for data !low machines. •Some
problems were .enco'1n,tered "trben UFiing ~iay iteme and 1 t would ·
.

be

•

.

.

.

y

worth examining alternative rep:resent~tions ~ueh aath~

lists used by Te$ler and Enea (1968) in Compel.

This project has ignored. the possibility of imple-

menting languf;l,~es which are in current use on c·:mventional
maohin:ee.

The indicat:i.vns are that there wollld be many

. problems in try:J.ns t9 provi9-e code fQ:r t·hese languages on
a data :f'low computer, but it would be valuable to exp1ore
the possibility.

the instruction se~ of the Nanchester

machine' ha.a a Store• Variable Destination ( SVD} node whicb,
could be use<i to provid~ ·. a fl;.l.cili ty very· ai.milar to fixed

atoreee if it was foWld te> 'l:,e nece~sa.ry.
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0 ptimisatioq
A few simple optimisations were outlined in Chapter

5 and it is plain that research in this area would be very
productive.

When attempting to optimise convention"-ll code

we have to make numerous checks to ensure that a particular
optimisation will not have any undesired side effects.

The

advantage with well structured data flow graphs is that there
should be no danger in applying optimisations since no prob~
lematical side-effects will occur. ·
Although optimisation can be performed on any data
flow graph, some advantages are gained if the optimisation
is linked to the compilation proc~as.

Triggering and gatipg

tokens have a special function which should be communlcate~
to the optimising routines.
Program Proving
Single Assignment languages have a number of properties which are attractive from the program proving angle.
Ashcroft and Wadge (1977) have developed their language,
Lucid, with these considerations in mind.

Single Assignme~t

languages have considerable appeal as subjects for academic
research, but data flow computing makes them attractive froin
a practical point of view as well.·

In aingle assignment

languages· we may find useful programming languages which .·•
naturall:r iend themselves to simple proof techniques making
program proving a viable objective for the ordinary programmer.
Learning to Proe;ram using_a Sine;le Asair:nment Language
My impreae,ion is that it is just as easy to l~arn to

use a single assignment lang,1age as it is to learn a conventional languoge. ·In many ways it is simpler because one

never has to worry about the c~rent value of a variable
since single assignment items will have bee, defined in
only one place.

It would be of interest to investigate how easily
programmers can learn a language like that designed for this
project.
ways:

Such l;'eaearch would need to be conducted in two

first there is the question of how quickly people

new to computing could learn to use the language and secondly

there is the question of how easily experienced progrmnmers
could adapt to this new form of proeramming.
Debugging and Error Recover~
The compiler written for the new language makes no
attempt to plant code to detect run-time errors such as array
subscript violations or division by zero.

It was felt that

error detection should either be perform~d on a comprehensive
basis, or not at all.

As the timescale of the project was

short, a decision was made to ignore error detection in the
code generated.

If an erroneous program ia exec~1ted then the proceas~
ing tit.me limit will be exceeded or the proeram will finish
without producing the deoired res~lta.

There will probably

be spurious tokens remaining in tne.graph which have not
been matched by tokens ·with corresponding tags.

The compiler

gives a symbol table printout indic_ating which nodes represent
which-data items and it also records w}iich nodes are involved
in processing each of the program statements.

It was found

that the information thus provided w:u;r usually sufficient
to locate program errors althoueh naturally the task would
be harder for someone less familiar with the design of the
compiler.
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When an error occurs during the execution of a conventional program it is often suffj_cient to abandon the
computation although a more sophisticated response is required if the program is dealing with a real-time application
or a valuable database.

The position is not so clear for a

data flow computation.

It is quite possible that an error in one part of
the program graph will not have any effect on other parts of

the graph;

if one output value is _not dependent on the :value

of some intermediate item then an error in the latter item
would not affect the output.

My opinion based on preliminary

observations is that a useful approach would be to pass on a
token with a type indicating 'b·ad data• when an error occurs.
It may be that the error will work itself out as in the
following situation:

DIV

"Fa..lse''

PIT

Figure

7.3

"'' ' '"·" o

TI

~--ill•

ill'NI

3§fJV 7
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Concludinr, Comments
A usable Sinele Assienment lane;uage has been designed and a workirig compiler has been produced for the new
language.

The project has achieved its aims and a number

of areas of research into data flow computing have been
explored.

As is so often the caae, the project has uncov-

ered more new areas for investigation than_ it has explored.
Data Flow computing provides a fertile field ):Jr
research at present and it is to be hoped that more -resear9h

will be undertaken in the future.

It has been shown that a

high level language can be implemented on a de.ta flow comp-u,-

ter and, with a new language such ns "tihat described in this
dissertation, such ·machines promise to lead to a successful
parallel computer architecture.

~uwmmr

1

r,
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Appendix I.

The Syntnx of the New Lrinr,nar,e

!

The syntax of the new language is described using
the same notation as that used to describe PASCAL (see Jensen
and Wirth

1975).
Most of the features are discussed in the main

text of the dissertation.

The method by which streams

of input data a.re written is worthy•o:f note.

The use of

this facility is illustrated by the two exrunple progrart'la ·
given.

The compilP.r written for this project me.de no
restriction on the length of identifiers but would only
distineu.i.sh between identifiers which di:ff ered in their

first ten characters.
The syntax of two proposed changes to the language
is given.
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~ogram
file list

. :E'lWC'J.'101~

IT LnA'I'ICll

l1

l.,J

block

identifier

identifier

parai.:ettlr list

pan11neter 11:..

bloclc

~

iteration block
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block

ElID

m:GJ.Il

D.8CL

aoclarat ion

iteration block
stator.:ent

DECL

!lecloration

file list
- - - - - - - - - identifier

i--,,--~

'

icle nt if ier

'
declaration
iclentifier

TTI:i'IL

Uli

1.1:Q~'ffits>C

lillqz&sill T

r

177

cleclD.rn.tion

ARRAY

<into03 r>
m~::;igned con$tant-

C

<intr:-[;,ur)
u1~1:;ign?ll

constant

si:TlO type

1---------W

sir.1ple type ________________:.... ____________

simple t,vpe
Iif.i.'.8GBR

,narameter list

0------,--------------------------~
declara.t ion

identifi~.,:r
letter

dicit

~ t ' l l ' l ! i ! l l l l ! i l l 11•

lllllllill!I'

w=
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(con.st:, nt>
i<lc~nt if icr

~----.r----------.0

unsicncd intccer--~

TTilC

unsip;ned integer

statement
inforrr.1.l record

g.----.i1

,11.---....

expression

identifier

l'OR ALL

C

-i

] DO

:iilentti'ier 1-- lN [

(array)
identifier

<intc_-:,:r>
UnSi[:JC•l

COi1St[l..nt

(intee,er>
unsigned const:.rnt

!!t1~11mw:1J1m l?ff1'Wln
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expresn:i.011
- ~ - - ::iiP1ple expression

simple expressic n
1

<boo]ca.n >
e::-.T,r,~ssion

THBN

exrircssion

1-:1s2

expression

ELIF

CASE

<i:lte r,c r)
expression

expression

E' xpre s s ion

ESAC

§imple expression

term,--,..-------------.---.---.-------

term

,. ,____1

factor

~·-..-----------..-----"---.---..------il<I
factor
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fnctor
un::i:icned con:::tnnt

varin.ble

."' <routine)
identifier

expreasion

factor

variable
<item)
identifier
<field}
identifier

informal record

identifier

i:1forr:nl record

e:iq:rcssion
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!702osed___Changes to Lanp;urt~

In the text of the dissertation it ha.a been
auegested that we should replace 'for all' statements by
1

. :1

}

for 1 expressions and that a 'repetition block' should be

provided.

The 'for' expression is a new expression type:

<inter,er>
id~ntificr

The repetition block is very similar to the function
blocko

In the definition of a function we simply replace

FUNCTION by REPETITION

and use the following syntax instead

repetition block

declaration

(integer>
identifier

<intcr,er,
unsir,ned constant

nteger)
ned constt'l.n

§9.m.~ _F.xmnple Pro,:,:rams

The two programs below contain many of the
features of the new langua.{',e.

calculate factorial 16

by

The :first program will

a recursive method:

p:rogrnm f[tctorial ( inf ile: input; outf ile: output);

f'unction fnct ( inval: integer): inteeer;
begin

f'act := if inval <= 1 then 1 else inva.l'~fnct(inval-1} fi
encl;

decl

b1 ,b2: boolean; val: ·integer;

begin

b1 ::: write(outi'ile, b2, fact(val));

[b2, val) := read(infile, true);
end;
in.f' ile 1 6 •

The second program shown below ie a complete
program in the new language to calculate square roots by
the method discussed in the text:
program square root ( infile: :input; outfile: output);

const epsilon= 1;
iteration sqrt (x,y: integer);
decl diff ,absdif'f ,newx: integer;

repeat

newx := (x/y+x)/2;
x ::: neux;
di.ff' : = x-newx;

absd:i'f'f := if d.iff

>=

0 then diff else -diff fi;

until nbsliff ,( epsilon end;
decl

b1 ,b2: boolean;

squ:;i.rc ,temsq,sq_root: intecer;

begin
bi : = writl:l ( outf'i1, true, sqroot);
[b2 1 squ:~r-:J := reacl(j_nf'ile, true);
[ ::i qroot,

ter.:n'l] : = sqrt (square, square);
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A:Ppcndix II.

The Instruction Set of the J\Jc.mchester Dn_!_§;
Flow Cor:-inuter

The data flow computer desien at Manchester
University has a comprehensive instruction set containing
nodes which operate on data items with a variety of types.
The cor.ipiler written for the new language described in this
dissertation makes use of a number of these inf.tructions which
are described in this appendix.
A two input node will only fire when it recieves
two tokens with the same tag.

The tag of any output token

may, however, be different from the tag of the input tol{ens.
If a node requiring two argumentn has a literal value associated with it then the node will fire when any token is directed to its input point.

There is an implicit token match with

the literal value.
Nodes may have one or two output points.

Both

output tokens of a two output node will carry the same
value and tag and therefore only a single token is described
in this dissertation.

The exception to this ru1e is the

BRAnch node whir-h is described separately.

1 tl4

Calculntion Nodes

The nodes described in this section perform
arithmetic on integer and boolean values and will perform
comparisons between them.

The tag of each output token

will be exnctly the same as the type of the input tokens.
The chart below describes the nodes, giving the
type of 1.nput argument allowed, the type of output

argument and the vaJ.ue of the output argument.
Lvo.l

rval

OP

naxre

mnemonic

input
type

output
value

output
type

ADD

add

integer

inter.er

lval+rval

SU.a

subtract

integer

intee;er

lval-rval

J,;py

multiply

integer

integer

lvai ;"rval ,

DIV

divide

intce;er

integer

lval/rval

MOD

modulo

inteeer

integer

NEG

necate

integer

integer

AND

lor,ical and

boolea.n

boolean

lvalA:rval

IOR
NOT

log:i.cal or

boolean

boolean

lva.1 vrval

lot;ical not

booJean

.

boolean

-, va.1

CEQ

comrnre equal

any

bo9lca.n

CGR

compire greo.ter

integer

boolean

lval=rval
lva.l)rval

CGE

ct>mpare gr o~:· equal

integer

boolean

lval>=rvnl

DIV gives integer d~vision.
such a di ·rision.

(lva.l)mod (rval)

- val

MOD gives the remainder after
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Control Nodes

There are a number of nodes which control the
flow of tokens on a data flow program gr~ph.

Generally

these nodes have a data and a control input.

The type of

the data. token is not important.

In common with the

calculation nodes, the control nodes do not change th~
tag of the input tokens.
vo.1

cvo..L

OP

name

mnemonic

OP

control
type

action

PrI'

pn.ss if true

booleo.H

oval = if cval then dvnl fi

PIF

pass if false

boolean

ova..i. ., if ..,cval thon dval f:i

KIL

kill

no output

DUP

duplicate

(oval== vnl)

GEN

r,enerate

GVD

i:;rinerate variable
destination

GPN

cenerate procedure
number

BRA

branch

any
addrC!;S

any

boolc:tn

(oval = aval)
oval = clva.l

sent to alt.dress

oval = new unique number

.oval = dval
if cval then sent to output 2
if -,cval then sent to output 1

The address value used by the GVD node consists of two

e

componlnts: the first value gives the node number to which

a value will be clirectedo

The second specifies the input

point of that node which is to be the tarr;et of the output
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DUP performs no proceosing but the two output
facility allows this node to be used to produce copies of
any token.
The GPN node is used in routine calling code.
The requirement is that the value returned by each call of
this node (wherever it appears in the graph) should be
distinct from all others.

In the Manchester design this

is currently implemented by the use of a counter which is

incremented each time the node is executed by any graph~

...-,W1iftittiPWhRDik-n "
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Tag Manipu1ation Nadf!S

The nodes described in this section do affect
the valuen of the tag fields of the output tokens.

As·

with all nodes, the tags of the input tokens must match.
The input tags will be said to have index= ix, iteration
level= il, and procedure identifier= fil·
cval.
{iy,i{, p;)

OP

OP

Control values are of type integer whiil.e data values may 1:e
of any value.
.

YIX
YIL
YPI
SIX

SIL
SPI

IIL
TIX

output token

name

mnemonic

---

value

index

iter
level

yield index

ix

ix

il

yield iteration level

il

ix

iJ

yield procedure no.

pi

ix

il

pi
pi
pi

set index
set iterri.tion level

dval

cval

il

pi

dvnl

ix

cval

pi

set proce~ure number

dval

ix

il

cva.1

increoent iter level

dval

ix

il+1

pi

a.val

ix+1

il

pi

-

-

-

-

proc
number

test and increment
index

ix< cve.1

.

ix>:::cvnl :

TIX is a special node used in the construction of the
macro nodes.
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....
The Storap;e Node

The SVX node is a special node which does
not consume the data token sent to one of its inputs.

node has two inputs:

The

the write input to which stored values

are directed, and the read input which causes the node to
output a copy of the token previously $ent to the write

.

tv.J.

input.

,,

svx
Store Variable lniex

.

The action 01 the node is as follown:
write input:

wval type not null:

store wval.

wval type is null:

clear store.

read input:
store empty:

pass token round to read input again,

store full:

output token containing stored value.
index equal to rval.
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Appendix JII.

The Code Generation Templates

The complete set of code GCmeration templat( .:
used by the compiler for the new langue.ge is contained in this
appendix.

Some introductory comments are n, '•"Jssary .as the

text of tho dissertation docs not cover all the templates
mentioned in the appendix.

The code generation templates are presented in
an informal manner although an attempt has been made to·
express tho t~mplates in a consistent not~tion.

There is

a close correspondance between the structure of the templatPs
and the routines used for code generation by th•' compiler.
A gating signal mny act on any typo of expression
and there is generally a difference between the templates
used for the gated and non-gated cases.

In addition ther0 is

sometimes a need to gbnerate different code when an
expression appears in a 'for all' statement.

Each statement in t~e proeram consists of a
target and an expression..

For sin,ple i terns and for arrays

the tareet is a single DUl- node.
1

The tarcet of a statement

which defines a record value will consist of a sect; of DUP
nodes; one for each simple item in a field.

The templates

for these fentures a.re shown on the next page.

Each template consists of a box which may have
arcs entering it.

There will usually be arcs leaving the

template as well.

Usually the arcs at the top of the

template will be gating signals.

When a gating signal is

shown dividing there will not nocessarily pea DUP node
generated as the template over which the gate operates may

not. require a copy of the gate token.

The main program block is provided with a
(GENT) node to which a priming token is directed.

The

node provides the trigger signal which is used :for generating
constants and for initiating a routine call.

A KIL node is also provided.

Any target node

which is not requested to provide tokens for use in other
parts of the program graph will have one of its output points
directed to the KIL node.

Naturally any program optimisation

would remove the need for the KIL node.

-iJffflffflt§fflfWWZNII
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····-

norrnal st~1.tcment

-·~)(rt-e H

·,ol'\

;:;

.

-~

I •~•., I

simple data item
DUP.

r--

array data item

,

(o0E)

record data item
·-·.

Ctiel.l,>
~ .. V 9e ~

(.f.ielJ>
.
~

\,n_qel-

...

\

•

!
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:l

1
1

main

prom:n-_m

nodes

•

•

.,..

SEN

•

•

14 ll: ------.

( Kl L)

•

The Propagate and Collect mr,cro nodes are
represented by the following s;nnbols in the templates:

(3:)

C3J

The actual construction of thes~ nodes ie shown by the
templates on the following page.

The templates for constants, normal data items,
array items, and array selections a.re given.

These templates

have different forms if a gate is applied to the expression
in which they are used.

When a named circle is shown with

an arc leaving it, the me~ning is that a copy of the token
from the named target node or trigger is to be provided.
A DUP node may be generated in order to provide the
necessary to 1cen.
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collect

"c.o Ile< ~.J, ••
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.
""

1111

__

...........
conrJtnnt

no gate
1111

5F.N
Co HS

l-

•
constant
gated

•
i,I

•

.si]11ple item

no gate
Ill

II

simple item
gated

•

-----·-----'-
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Rrra:y item
no gate

prray item
gated
11\'t"::j

..-----o

;h• ...

PIT

0.rray selection

(non gated version omits gate arcaj

DUP
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for all
stateme1rt

StN

., ... LL

The code shown above is provided for each

'for all' statement.

The templntes for constants, items,

and array selections are different within a'for al~ statement.

The special templates are illustrated on the following.pages.,
It should be noted that procedure calls and input-output
functions cannot be initiated within a 'for all'.statement
a.nd so some of the templates do not apply to such statements.
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constnnt in for all statemen
no gate

constnnt in for all statement

gated

~imEle item in for all
statement
no gate

simnle item in for all
statement

f

...

!

198

I
t

j
I

simple j_tcm is ~or'variable

no gate

simple item ia ~or'variable

arraI item in for all

statement
no gate

•
---------1------c

. . . - - - - - - C .-'--------.

array item in for all

statement
gated

~or

:I--~~

~rrav Aelection in for all stRtement

~he non gated version has the gate arcs removed)

DUP

....

SIX

s vx

L.
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The following templates are for the expressions

used

by

the new langua&e.
An arc leaving a template may refer not to a

single arc but to a set of arcs representing a record

value.

It will be seen that e complete re~ord may be

sated.

Such a scheme is more efficient than that of calculating

the gating function for each field of the record.

The first eYpression in a ~ statement will

have 1 in its CEQ node, the secoi'ld 2, and so on.

The figure

!!! in the CGR node for the ill.§. expression will be equal to

the number of normal

~~

expressions.

It should be noted

that the CGE and CGR nodes have tokens directed to different
input points which changes the type of comparison.
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monadic operator

no gate

-

~lCpressiol\

( OP )
)

dyadic operator

!:,.?Cord expression

no gate

no gate
' ..

<f•~"'-.>
-.-,,p.-a t:!io,-

r

<-~ ;a.l,l,. ')

<-i;~l.t-t>
e ,r pr-w. s r ; o"'

1

...

Cl."- p..-c.

rs i •

I

\I\
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monadic operAtor

gated
5oli

...
e.,.-p...-e H

io11

( OP)

.

dyadic onerator

.' .
gated
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gated

record expression

'"
,
<5;1o/d.)

•

4'!Yf"'-.S$ io.,

q.;..,/J..)

q:i

~IJ.-,
"

:i.

~-i::pre.p,io"

-

,.

.

. ..

-

...

!!yp~.s~i'o"I

~
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"'

if e:r.pr<:ssio11
no gate

gat~e~d----------~--,-----------,

PJF
,:-

DUP

<e,.lu >

205
cane expression

control expression

,,__.__ : (cue co,.l~ol
vc,.11.1.i

case exprescions

else expression

...--------

(ca SI!

,.f.st)

206

gated

case exprcsn:ion

control expression
,.

.

...... ~
...;;x:..::

.

case expressions

/
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else expression
C:Q.,Q.

Co"~,.L

co..se j"-f-«

v.... 1.. e.

(OU~

c.l,e')
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The templates for the read and write functions
make use of much of the same code.

The procedure for

reading the stream counter value is the same in both cases.
The common code produces a stream pointer value
which is used by templates specific to each function which

arrange for the actual input and output.

An i/o gate signal

is also provided although this is not required by the :read
function.

The value

n which

is added to the stream pointer

is the total number of items rea.d by the function or written
by the function.

In this case the count is of the total

number of elementary items so an array item causes the cQunter
to be increased for each element it con t_ains.

The template shown for the r,ated case is for the
write function only.

The read f1,i.lction template is li'ke the

ungated version except that a gating arc io directed to the

top of the<boolean synC'>expression box.
The values min the following tenplates indicate
the displacement of the item to be processed, within the
record of values to be handled by the read or write function.
This value m will affect the index of the item processed.
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no cate

( booloct"

sc11-<-)

c.,.:rressio11.

DUP

PIT
UY

counter reading code

---;-;.,,:,;:;;,i\l~•---..,.,..~==:::--:::=========:;;;;.::-:.===================-------------· :·,,

i'
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,.

I
j

write function

gated

Ill

DUP

DUP ·.

DUP

PiF

SEN
T

counter reading ~ode
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read sj_rnple item

illpv.J s ht ... \I,\

r------·,
:

·----GVD
I

read arrny item

SIX

'l.tlpuJ S.~l"fo."' \

,--------,

·-------

GV D \L.!..,---

... __

.

I

- - -.J

---·---·-· ..

____

__.;

_________.
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write nimnle it~

ADD
M

write array item

DUP.

YIX

?.13

The final templates are concerned with routine
calling.

The first page shows the code generated for each

routine call.

The code is the same whether the routine is

a function or an iteration.

The gated version is very

similar and only the affected parts of the template have been
redrawn.

The template shows just a single parameter and

it will be obvious how the template is used when more

parameters or returned values are required.

The symbol

®

indicates that if the parameter in an array value then an
appropriate Proliferate macro node should be inserted.

The code generated once for each routine is
different for functions and'iterations.

The code for

iterations will provide triggering values- for each cyc:le of
the iteration.

The value "completed?" is a boolean value

which is the result of executine the completion condition

expression.

The trigger values shown in the templates for

functions and iterations take over the role of the main program
trigger within the routines.
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corle for cnlline a routine

DUP

S PI
SPl
... c:1-v-

r -· - - - ,_ - -· - - - - i:~r-

.t-~

Y PI

S PI

I

L _________ _

gated version of calling code:

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _J

0--:-------------------
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functi.on block
--

r-

---7
r,<i,1,,1.Y"t\

... .t.t .. •H

SPI

I.
I

DUP

T

!!'!~.!'.."!:- !::.

.bis,-e~

GVO---L ________ _
-

iter8tion block

-

-

-

-

-

-· -· ··- -

-

-------pa.
~ o·
re.\.- u.r"'

r------

rct ,~ (.

..J
---,

---DUP

o.dd.r~ Ii S

1

IIL
oU. F ;

nCMJf".!:!:_'•-....

DUP

PIF

I

I

L-----

..,.

-

_________ J
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